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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the 2003 Fisheries’ Management Act

and compliance of Fishermen in Lake Victoria, Igombe Fishing Village Tanzania. A

comparison was done between various factors to establish reasons for the prevalent

trend. Relevant literature was reviewed based on the study objectives. The study was

based on descriptive survey method. A total of 150 respondents from the Igombe

fishing community gave responses to Questionnaires that had close and open ended

questions. The study followed a paradigm of non experimental descriptive research

which was a correlation study research design. Data was analyzed using frequencies

and spearman’s correlation coefficient to determine the level of compliance. The major

findings study revealed were low levels of education, fishing illegalities, the fish act has

lived out its objectives, political interference and high costs of recommended fishing

equipment contributed to a negative correlation to the compliance of the fishermen in

Tanzania and hindered the implementation and enforcement of the fish act in Igombe

fishing community. The study recommended that there should be; All Laws including

the Fish Act are dynamic depending on emerging issues. The Fish Act is outdated. As

such, there is need to review the Law periodically to address the going concerns that

emerge from time to time. There is urgent need for increased staff levels for

implementation and enforcement of the fisheries law, and to develop human resources

capacity in fisheries management, monitoring, controlling and surveillance, and that of

other stakeholders to support government efforts. There is need to increase the

capacity of the Department of Fisheries Resources in enforcement and prosecution of

illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing and illicit trade in immature fish coupled with

acquisition of equipment like patrol vehicles and communication gadgets needed for

efficient enforcement of regulations in the Fish Act.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE

Background of the Study
In Western and Southern Africa the national-level legal frameworks began In the

late 1990s to shift toward supporting co-management Legislation In those years moved
forward in Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, South Africa, Cote d’Ivoire and Benln
Raakj~r and Sverdrup (1999). In general the organization & government fisheries
management and research services has not reflected any move towards co
management Donda, (2001), Hare and Raakj~ (2003). Only limited empowerment &
the local fishing population can be observed in existing co-management efforts. Hare
and Raalcjaer (2003). It is too simple to argue that the top-down Implementation & co
management in Africa is attributed to a lack of political will, the situation Is more
complex. In fact local co-management groups themselves often place great emphasis
on their role as enforcers of government rules. Debates between local committees and
government officers about the level of appropriate policing authority are common.
Community-based organizations doing enforcement work related to Issues IncludIng and
beyond resource management is hardly an alien model in Africa. On Lake Victoria, for
example, beach leaders, political parties and local voluntary crime fighters, all & whom
make some rules but who are mainly enforcement groups for wider Institutions, are a
much more common model of local organization than autonomous resource
management groups. WIlson (2002)

One & the most commonly heard criticisms of the community based natural
resource management has been the treatment of rural communities as homogeneous
(Wilson, 2003b). Within fishing communities’ particular fishing rights or techniques are
rarely the basis of a local identity Magrath (1989). Flshery. conflicts usually express
other kinds of divisions such as ethnicity. Malasha (2002), gender (Medard and Wilson,
1996), colonIal domination (Malasha, 2002) and dass (Malasha, 2002). This last
category Indudes the very common conflicts between large scale and small scale fishing
boats and operations (Platteau, 1989; Poiosse, 2002; Sene, 1985). Questions of security
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and net theft are also significant problems and can be the main rationale for local

organizing (Wilson, 2002).

Over the past 50 years, there has been a gradual evolution of global fisheries

policy. Initially (1950-1980) fisheries production was expanded by 6% p.a. through a

technocratic and productionist approach, reaching over 100 million tons in 1996. This

was followed (1980-1990) by a phase of problem recognition, change and adjustment

as over-exploitation became a serious problem and fisheries resources were transferred

more to state control (1982, Law of the Sea Convention and declaration of 200-mile

Exclusive Economic Zones). Since 1990, new perspectives on fisheries policy have

emerged including more multi-disciplinary work, leading to the FAO Code of Conduct for

Responsible Fisheries (1995) and calls to use these guidelines in developing new

fisheries management systems. However, the necessary changes required to manage

fisheries more effectively have been slow in coming. In many Developing Countries,

fisheries policy still emphasizes expansionist and production-oriented objectives (as

opposed to more broadly based ones), and fisheries management systems, often

constrained by limited financial and personnel capacity, have been unable to control

exploitation at all. In the worse cases, the fisheries are characterized by free and open-

access conditions, accompanied by illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing,

resulting in severe overexploitation and resource degradation. In such circumstances,

the fisheries sector cannot contribute effectively to national development. At times, the

challenges to improved fisheries management may seem insurmountable, but there are

also examples of successful fisheries management systems.

There is also a growing body of knowledge on the factors which affect fisheries

management performance. Lake Victoria is the second largest fresh water body in the

world that is endowed with enormous fresh water fishery resource. It has a total

surface area of 68,870 km2 and a total catchment/basin area of 180,950 km2. The lake

water is shared by Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda but the lake basin covers parts of

Kenya (21.5%), Tanzania (44%), Uganda (15.9%), Rwanda (11.4%) and Burundi

(7.2%). The Lake and its basin are endowed with a variety of natural resources that are

of local, regional and global benefits. In addition to its environmental values such as
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maintaining the hydrological cycle, the Lake supports hydro power generation and

water transport. The Lake is the largest inland water fish sanctuary and a source of

drinking, industrial and irrigation water. However, these benefits have for a long time

been threatened by environmental degradation due to human activities as manifested

by reduced fish stocks, decline in biodiversity, increased sedimentation and nutrient

loads, wetland destruction and loss of littoral habitats and disposal of wastes from

industrial, municipal and mining activities. The strategic location of the lake and the

geographical distribution of the basin amongst the five Partner States provide a strong

reason for development cooperation among the Partner States. Lake Victoria Research

Initiative (VicRes) contributes to the achievement of the cooperation through

collaborative research activities that address the challenges of development, livelihoods

and natural resources management.

In Tanzania, Fisheries resources are essential for food and income. However,

poverty is widespread and fishing households are vulnerable to loss or mismanagement

of the fisheries resources. Fisheries management performance has been generally weak

so far due to a lack of enforcement capacity, limited resources and lack of coordination

between institutions involved. In an attempt to encourage greater participation in

fisheries management by local level stakeholders, government has attempted to devolve

power to local beach management units (BMU) and beach management committees

(BMU). However, success has been limited in both countries. This has been attributed to

a lack of support from the national Fisheries Departments concerned, conflict between

the members of the BMU themselves, and mistrust between district extension staff and

BMU managers. To overcome these problems in the future is going to take time, more

dedicated investment, and mechanisms to build trust and understanding between the

stakeholders involved EFMSPPr0Iect No. R.8196]

Statement of the Probilem

For a long time, there have been attempts to generate information to guide

policy on sustainable management of Lake Victoria and the basin. Given that
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sustainable development hinges on informed decisions, in 2001 the East African Partner

States (Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda) signed an agreement with the

Department for Research Cooperation of the Swedish International Development

Agency (Sida/SAREC) to establish a research fund “The Lake Victoria Research Initiative

(VicRes).” In 2002 VicRes came into existence as a research programme implemented

by the Inter University Council for East Africa. The programme’s core activity is to fund

research in the East African region as part of the Lake Victoria Development Programme

(LVDP), which focuses on environmental restoration and improvement of the livelihoods

of people in the Lake Victoria Basin (LVB). Since then, staff from universities, research

institutions and firms involved in research has been supported to undertake

multidisciplinary, gender sensitive and regional research to enhance the scientific

understanding of the poverty-environment nexus through generation and dissemination

of information and technological innovations. VicRes has been implemented in Phases,

an approach that allows incorporation of lessons learned, gaps identified and emerging

issues in development, environment and natural resources. Considering that the

development challenges facing the Lake Victoria Basin cannot be solved through short

term interventions, Phases I and II of VicRes were envisioned as the beginning of long

term efforts to build and enhance the capacity for sustainable development of the LVB.

Despite the history of fisheries management often characterized more by failure than

success there are possibilities for improving fisheries management performance in the

future by adopting new approaches. Research programmes such as the VicRes have

helped to identify and analyze the entry-points as described before. However, the

further development of new approaches to fisheries management will need to overcome

at least three challenges in the future as; resistance to change within fisheries

management organizations, developing new fisheries management systems based on

appropriate diagnosis and solutions to problems and disseminating and building

capacity in new fisheries management approaches. In this study, the manner in which

research can contribute to addressing these future challenges will be explored through

the identification of a series of research priorities.
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Objectives

General
To establish the challenges faced by the local fisheries management Igombe

Village for curbing illegal fishing activities in the basin & Lake Victoria, Igombe
Village in Tanzania.

Specific Objectives
I) To determine the Profile & respondents in terms of age, gender, educational

level, length of experience of fishing business.
ii) To establish the extent of 1994 TanzanIa Fisheries policies management Act in

Igombe Village, Tanzania.
lii) To determine the level of compliance of fishermen on the Tanzania Fisheries

policies in Igombe Village Tanzania.
iv) To establish If there is a significant relationship between the extent & the 1994

Tanzania Fisheries Act and the compliance of the fishermen Igombe Village.
v) To recommend ideas and strategies to further Improve the compliance of

fishermen in Igombe Village, Tanzania based on the findings of the study.

Research Questions

i) What is the Profile of respondents in terms of age, gender, educational level,
length of experience of fishing business?

ii) What is the extent of 1994 Tanzania Fisheries policies management Act in
Igombe Village, Tanzania?

iii) What is the level of compliance of fishermen on the Tanzania Fisheries policies in
Igombe Village Tanzania?

iv) Is there a significant relationship between the extent of the 1994 Tanzania
Fisheries Act and the compliance of the fishermen Igombe Village?

v) What Ideas and strategies to further improve the compliance of fishermen in
Igombe Village, Tanzania based on the findings of the study?

5



Null I1ypothes~s

There is no significant relationship the local fisheries management and illegal

fishing activities.

Scope of the Study

Geographica~ Scope; Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda are direct neighbours

encircling the shared Lake Victoria where the three borders meet at a single point. The

lake itself is increasingly becoming a symbol of unity and strong cooperation between

the three Partner States however the researcher will focus on the Tanzanian side of

Lake Victoria.

Theoretka~ Scope; the study explored the theory of the barometric pressure

on fishing feeding activity as one of the more interesting theories.

Content Scope; the study focused on; (i) To determine the Profile of

respondents in terms of age, gender, educational level, length of experience of fishing

business, (ii) To establish the extent of 1994 Tanzania Fisheries policies management

Act in Igombe Village, Tanzania.(iii) To determine the level of compliance of fishermen

on the Tanzania Fisheries policies in Igombe Village Tanzania. (iv) To establish if there

is a significant relationship between the extent of the 1994 Tanzania Fisheries Act and

the compliance of the fishermen Igombe Village~(v) To recommend ideas and strategies

to further improve the compliance of fishermen in Igombe Village, Tanzania based on

the findings of the study

Time Scope; the study was carried out from June 2010 to July 2011.

Significance of the Study

In spite of the importance and central role of the fishery sector in Tanzania

in terms of providing for people’s livelihoods and its increase role in contributing

towards the national coffers, this field still remains one of the least studied

subjects by social scientists and more so from a gender perspective. As Asowa-Okwe

(1994) noted, fishing which is one of the oldest of human productive activities has

received the least attention from social scientists and principally the bulk of the
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literature on fisheries has been a product of endeavors of physical or biological

scientists.

Since the livelihoods of people in fisheries communities are heavily dependent on

the state of fish stocks, these communities have a clear, direct stake in the

sustainability of fisheries based on these stocks. The co-management approach has

therefore focused on the development of institutional and legal mechanisms to improve

fisheries governance through the formation of BMUs to ensure that these stakeholders,

particularly the marginalized poor, are able to engage in, and influence decision-making

processes relating to fisheries management.

A number of other groups are dependent on fishing and related activities,

including boat owners, traders, processors, gear producers and boat builders. These,

together with a wider population of fish consumers, are all target beneficiaries who will

gain from a more secure resource base and improved facilities and services at fish

landings and in associated fisheries communities. There are also other beneficiaries who

provide various services to fisheries stakeholders; these include credit providers, shop

keepers and government services involved in the sector.

Principal institutional stakeholders include fisheries departments and research

institutes, training institutes and NGOs. These will benefit through either improved

physical capacities or enhanced human resource skills, or in some cases through both.

Private industry associated with fish processing and export is also a major stakeholder,

including its employees, and one which benefits greatly not only from improved

fisheries resources management, fish quality and market efficiencies but also by being

integrated into decision-making management structures.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Concepts, ideas and Ophi~ons from Authors

According to FAQ outlines formal definitions of;

‘Monitoring’ the collection, measurement and analysis of fishing activity

including, but not limited to: catch, species composition, fishing effort, by-catch,

discards and area of operations. This information is primary data that fisheries

managers use to arrive at management decisions. If this information is unavailable,

inaccurate or incomplete, managers will be handicapped in developing and

implementing management measures.

‘Control’ involves the specification of the terms and conditions under which

resources can be harvested. These specifications are normally contained in national

fisheries legislation and other arrangements that might be nationally, sub regionally,

or regionally agreed. The legislation provides the basis for which fisheries

management arrangements, via MCS, are implemented.

‘Surveillance’ involves the regulation and supervision of fishing activity to

ensure that national legislation and terms, conditions of access and management

measures are observed. This activity is critical to ensure that resources are not

overexploited, poaching is minimized and management arrangements are

implemented

Theoretka~ Perspecfives

The effect of barometric pressure on fishing feeding activity is one of the

more interesting theories. In short, the theory proposes that a dropping air pressure

brings on feeding activity; rising pressure turns the fish off feeding, high pressure

results in the fish moving to shallower water, and low pressure results in fish moving

to deeper water. This article will provide an overview on barometric pressure,

summarize various theories about why atmospheric pressure affects fishing activity,
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and then summarize in tabular fashion the generally accepted fish behaviors with

various barometric patterns.

Barometric pressure is the measure of the weight of the atmosphere above

us. A barometer is used to measure air pressure. The earliest barometer consisted

of a glass vacuum tube inserted into a container of mercury which was exposed to

the pressure of the air. Increased air pressure would force the mercury up the tube

in a height proportional to the pressure. The height was measured in inches (inHg)

or in millibars (1 inch = 33.864 millibars). Although new types of barometers are

now used, these measures are still in place. In general, 30 inHg or 1016 millibars is

considered to be normal air pressure. In normal weather, 30.5 is considered

extreme high, and 28.5 is considered extreme low. The measures are taken at sea

level, a higher elevation has fewer atmospheres above it, and so a correction factor

against the normal measure is needed depending on altitude.

It is believed that the effect of barometric pressure is greater in shallow

water than deep, probably due to the pressure of the weight of the water in deep

water being so high, that the air pressure above it is not relatively significant. The

principal theory is that the effect of changing pressure on the swim bladders of fish

makes them uncomfortable or dis-oriented. In this theory, the fish will move to feel

well, or they feel bloated or full. With a lowering barometer, it is believed these fish

move into deep water seeking higher water pressure and ride out the low pressure

around structures. The theory suggests that just prior to change from a high to a

low, fish will bite like crazy until the low hits and then stop. The difficulty with this

theory is that water is 900 times denser than air, and generates significantly more

pressure than air. In fact, a 3 foot wave will produce a variation of pressure more

significant than can be expected from a change in atmospheric pressure through a

dramatic change, and the wave effect is happening every few seconds, rather than

the hours or days that the atmospheric changes takes to occur.
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Frankly, given that the pressure of water depth is such a significantly greater

factor than the pressure of atmosphere, it seems likely that the weather conditions

created by changes in barometric pressure, such as clouds, rain and wind, have

more effect on fishing than the barometric pressure alone. So in the opinion of the

author, barometric change is a good indicator of fishing change, but itTs not because

of the pressure change by itself, as much as what other weather conditions are

likely to occur because of the pressure change. Table 1 summarizes the barometric

pressure, and observations on fish activity and fishing techniques.

Table 1

Barometrk Pressure

J~hBeha~our

Fish seek cover; look for

logs, weeds

If water too

stop biting.

Fish start to move out of

deeper water. After a day

or so, go to normal

feeding.

Normal activ[ty.

Most active feeding.

Fish seek deeper water,

Suggested ~

Tactks

etc..

Fish with brighter lures

and near cover, moving

from deeper water to

shallower water.

Experiment with your

favorite baits and lures.

Range of different

methods. Surface and

shallow running lures

may work well.

Use deep running lures

Pressure

Trend

High

Typkal

Weather

Clear skies

Clearing

or

improving

Rising

Fish structure close to

in shallows.

warm, will

surface, with

crank baits,
shallow

poppers,

Fair

Degrading

Usually
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with water temp maybe at a moderate speed.

also slowing them down.

May need to settle before

feeding again.

Fish move to deeper Fish deep structures,

structures, may not feed. vary your methods.
Adapted from David (2005)

R&ated Studies

Po~icy Frameworks of the Management Bodies

The current National Fisheries Sector Policy and Strategy Statement (MNRT,

1997) was adopted by the Government in 1997 and are based on the overall objectives

of the Government, including poverty reduction, creation of employment opportunities,

increased food security, increased economic growth and sound environmental

management. The main objective of the Fisheries Sector Policy is to promote

conservation, development, and sustainable management of the fisheries resources and

are addressed by the following 13 Policy and strategy statements:

Enhanced resource management and control mechanisms efficient resource utilL?~ation

and marketing; enhanced applied/strategic research; improved knowledge of fisheries

resource base; Aquaculture development; Community partici~ation; and Inter-sector

collaboration and regional and international co-operation.

The fisheries policy fits quite well to other national policies. For example it takes

into consideration the Poverty Reduction Policy (Ministry of Natural Resources and

Tourism 1997, p.5), government reforms and the devolution of fisheries management

with the local governments (Ngwilizi, 2001). It is argued that although the current

government system is decentralized, power is still concentrated at the centre that is the

central government within the ministries (Masalu, 2000, p. 492).

lower

Low Rainy and

stormy
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In 1998, the Fisheries Division developed an Implementation Plan (MNRT, 1999),
which reflected the National Policy. This forms a basis for implementation of the Policy.
Although this was a positive move towards the improvement of the sector, the Plan
lacked empowerment capabilities as It Is not consIstent with the Fisheries Act No 6 of
1970.

In the process of operational zing the Fisheries Policy and Implementation Plan,
a step further was taken. This involved making a thorough study of the national
fisheries was conducted with the assistance of the Japanese Government and

culminated in 2002 wIth the Master Plan on Fisheries Development (2002). In the
Master Plan, fifteen priority projects were Indicated, seven of which specifically
targeting the coastal fisheries (2003). Although not all encompassing, the study

managed to bring out potential problems and identified those areas, which If dealt with
effectively would bring about positive changes In the Industry.

In recognizing the special issues related to the coastal fisheries and to the

marine prawn fishery In particular, the Division of Fisheries instigated the development

of a Prawn Fishery Management Plan with the assistance of the FAO (~ FM) TcPPnol6m)

In following a participatory approach, a series of workshops were held In which

representatives from the small-scale, newly developing mid-scale and Industrial sectors

as well as representatives from Dlstilct and National Governments; drawIng on

experiences from other national projects with experience in community-based
management of natural resources. A draft plan was approved by the participants and Is
In the process of beIng finalized by the Division of Fisheries. The Prawn Fishery Plan

mIrrors the Master Plan in that it Identifies Issues related to the management and

development of the coastal fisheries, such as research needs, increased control on

fishing effort, and assisting In processing and marketing within the small-scale sector.

The Prawn Fishery Plan highlighted the need to establish a National Prawn Fishery
Management Advisory CommIttee as an apex body to advise the authority on the prawn
fishery at national level. At the local/village level, it was considered very important to

12



establish what was referred to as Village Resources and Environment Management

Committees (VTREMACQ).

Other relevant policies; In the Marine sector, there are several policies relevant to

fisheries and may influence the development of this sector. Such policies include:

National TourLs~m Policy. 1999; National Forest Policy, 1998 the Wildlife Policy of

Tanzani~’, 1995~ the National Investment Promotion Policy, 1996~ National Environment

Policy (MNR7 1997) andAgricultural and Livestock Policy, 1997

Coastal areas are known for their potential in attracting tourist activities. These

activities along the coast claim areas that are vital for the coastal ecosystem to sustain

coastal resources including fisheries. Construction of tourist hotels may lead to

clearance of mangrove area known to be important on the sustainability of the marine

ecosystem and those fisheries that rely on such habitats. In this case, the fisheries

policy on its own may not be adequate in addressing issues pertaining to the

sustainability of the prawn fishery.

Likewise, the Investment policy may not take into consideration the question of

the maintenance of coastal marine environment in its promotion of development. Such

promotion may lead to excessive deposition of industrial effluence and negatively affect

the marine ecosystem and thus the fish resources there in. In this case, an Environment

Policy becomes an extremely important tool in maintaining the natural environment

through, for example, the requirement of Environmental and Economic Impact

Statements before the approval of development plans. Such a policy is in advanced

drafting stage in Tanzania.

Apart from the above policies, there has been an effort to develop guidelines to

ensure environmental sustainability when undertaking new economic activities and

include:

1,-,
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Mar! culture Irivestment~ Guide (2001); Guidelines for Coastal Touris’m Development in

Tanzaniy (2003); Investors’ Guide to Tanzani~ (1998), this provided relevant

information for investors but also investors are guided to consult relevant ministries

where technical information to facilitate their investment is required.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The 1970 Fisheries Act repealed the Fisheries Ordinance Cap 295 (Mongo, 2000)

that was enacted during the colonial regime. The Fisheries Act No 6 of 1970 sets a legal

framework within which the fish resource would be managed, conserved, protected by

protecting breeding sites, nesting sites as well as prohibiting destructive gears.

Harvesting rights are defined in the Fisheries Act No 6 of 1970; however this Act has

been reviewed and replaced by the new Fisheries Act No 22 of 2004. (see appendex)

Since 1975, efforts have been made to manage marine reserves through Marine

Reserves regulation of 1975. However it was not until 1994 that the Marine Parks Unit

was established under the Marine parks and Reserves No 29 of 1994. Through this Act,

two marine parks have been established and several small islands declared as marine

protected areas, particularly around Dar es Salaam. In 1995 Mafia Island Marine Park

was established followed by Mnazi Bay Marine Park in 2000.

Further steps are being taken to review principal regulations to accommodate

new development in the industry and cater for the legal requirements of the new Act

and the Fisheries Policy of 1997. It is important to note that an element of harmonizing

the regulation has been considered to put into consideration the international

obligations, requirements with reference to FAO Fisheries Code of Conduct (FAO, 1995).

Even at local level, the Local Government authorities have considered the harmonization

of legal framework particularly when developing by laws in areas where the managed

resources are shared. This is important since fish does not recognize political

boundaries.
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Management of fisheries resources has been the responsibility of the government
(Ministry & Natural Resources and Tourism 1997, p.19). The main Fisheries Act and
regulations thereafter empower government personnel to manage the fisheries
resources in Tanzania. It is in accordance to this Act, that the government and Its
agencies oversee fish resource management and development Under the current
government structure, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism formulates
policies, laws and revises fisheries legislation. It has the role to ensure that the
resources are managed in a sustainable way and optimally utilized for the benefit of the
people. Adapted from Bulayl (2001), the formal government Institutional set-up and
decision-making mechanism for Tanzania fisheries is shown in Figure 1. This s~tem
involves long lines of communication and it is complex. Other government departments,
which provide support services to fisheries management, Indude Tourism, Forestry and
Wildlife. The roles and responsibilities of “participating Institutions” in Implementing and
monitoring the National Fishery Policy are clearly defined in the Policy and Strategy
Statement and are crucial in the process of making effective contribution towards
coastal resources management.

Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS); In Tanzania, a national MCS
programme, Involves law enforcement agencies and other stakeholders Induding
communities in monitoring fisheries activities. The core functions of MCS as stipulated in
the law indude Issuing fishing licenses, prevention of Illegal fishing and the enforcement
of fishing gears and other restrictions particularly in inland waters.

Fisheries enforcement is done both at national and local levels where the local
authorities are Involved. Generally the costs associated with implementation of this
mechanism are too high to be met by the government alone. In the process, Fisheries
patrols have been organized and conducted in near and offshore marine waters. In both
Inshore (prawn fishery) and offshore waters where large vessels are involved, observers
programme has been developed and implemented. In this respect, the monitoring of
the prawn fishery is done through such a programme In the.three specified zones. In
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recent years the Government has considered developing system, which would involve

fishing communities in implementing MCS.

Effectiveness of the Po~icies of the Management Bodies of the Lake Victoria

Basin Fisheries

The fisheries sector in each EAC Partner State operates under the wider umbrella

of national development frameworks. In all three Partner States, significant

developments have taken place through revision and updating of their national Poverty

Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs). The PRSPs provide the strategic frameworks which

guide national development through Medium Term Expenditure Frameworks (MTEF)

and national sector plans and budgets. All three States are striving to achieve the

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Sector plans, and national and regional projects

within these plans, must be closely aligned to the wider development objectives and

strategies set out in the PRSPs and must clearly demonstrate their contributions to

poverty reduction and economic growth.

In Tanzania, the National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty

(NSGRP), 2005-2010 focuses on poverty reduction and stresses that economic growth is

necessary but not sufficient for poverty reduction. To achieve this equity issues must be

addressed under an enabling environment of good governance. The NSGRP recognizes

the significant contribution that natural resources play in economic growth and poverty

reduction and highlights the need to address unsustainable exploitation of these

resources and to introduce improved co-management of resources by involving

communities. One of the key aims of the NSGRP is to diversify rural livelihoods to

relieve increasing pressure on common property resources. An issue of direct relevance

to capture fisheries is the need to promote improved utilization of nutrient rich foods

(e.g. fish), particularly in rural areas. This is viewed as being even more urgent given

the increased prevalence of HIV/AIDS amongst vulnerable groups such as fisheries

communities. The use of child labour in the agricultural sector is identified as a major
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concern; again this Is & particular relevance to fisheries. The NSGRP Is commItted to
deepening decentralisatlon, strengthening the capacity of local governments and
establishing effective participation of clvii society In decision making, equItable
representation in institutions, and fair and accountable systems at all levels within and
outsIde Government MI sectors are expected to revisit their respective sector
development plans to ensure dose alignment and coherence & these plans to national
prioritized development goals.

Building and Strengthening CMI Society Organizations; BMUs were first
established in Tanzania on Lake Victoria with the support of the Lake Victoria
Environmental Management Project (LVEMP) whIch buIlt on landing site committees
established as a result of the EU bans on Nile perch exports in the late nineties. The
way that BMU5 were set up varied between landing sites and there were no dear
guidelines or regulations for their establishment, structure or operation. As a result,
BMU5 were not socially Indusive, comprised only a small number of people and were
not founded upon democratic elections or principles.
In TanzanIa, the DFR, in partnership with the ILM project, recognized the opportunity
that the concept of BMU5 In Uganda and Kenya offered and began a systematic process
to establish fisheries co-management in Uganda based on BMUs. This involved the
participatory development of national BMU guidelines and law over a two-year period.
As part of the ILM project, over 205 BMUs were formed on iakes Kyoga, George and
Edward in accordance with the national BMU Guidelines and BMU legislation. Mi BMUs
received systematic training in how to operate as a BMU and in financial management
and fisheries management. Through NGO involvement and donor support, a small
number of BMUs were aiso establIshed at landing sites on lakes Albert and Victoria in
accordance with the national guidelines and law.
The experience gained by DFR and ILM in building BMU5 in Tanzania was later
systematically applied by the LVFO, with support from the IFMP project, on Lake
Victoria. In 2004, the LVFO agreed to develop harmonized guIdelInes for the
establishment and operation of BMU5 on Lake Victoria. The guIdelines were supported
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by the development of national BMU legislation in each Partner State. The Ugandari
national BMU guidelines provided a solid starting point for developing the Lake Victoria
Guidelines and national BMU regulations In Kenya and TanzanIa. The IFMP project went
on to support LVFO In reforming BMUs on Lake Victoria In Kenya and Uganda and

forming BMUs for the first time on the lake In Tanzania. By the end of 2006, the

establishment process was complete and a total of 1,087 BMUs were established on
Lake Victoria. This was an historic moment for the lake which paved the way for
fisheries co-management. All BMUs were then trained In operating as a BMU and In
financial management BMU training continues under the IFMP project.

Reshaping and Strengthening Government Fisheries Institutions; In
Tanzania, the DFR and IIM project collaborated closely In developing strategIes to

strengthen fisheries Institutions at all levels and to ensure that they were well-linked at
macro-meso-mico levels. It was agreed that at local level, the most effective way to
strengthen the publIc-prIvate partnership between BMUs and Government was to build
the capacity of local government fisheries officers In parallel to BMUs and to use them
as agents of change In establishing the BMUs. ThIs was undertaken and completed
successfully on lakes George, Kyoga and Edward. The same process was adopted two
years later at regIonal level by the LVFO and the IFMP project on Lake Victoria. The
process Involved traInIng of fisheries officers to serve as change agents as part of an
extensive awareness creation programme so that each landing site was reached by a
trained officer, usually a fisheries officer, but sometimes officers from other sectors,
such as community development.

At a lake wide level (meso-level), DFR and liii worked with Local Governments
In fisheries and other sectors (e.g. wetlands, wIldlife, forestry, NEMA) over a two year
period to create the first Ugandan lake management organization (LMO) on Lake
George called the Lake George Basin Integrated Management Organization (LAGBIMO).
This new Institution was based on existing institutional mechanisms whIch allowed
dIstrIct governments to form associations. it went further by Incorporating BMUs In all
its structures. Although the process of forming LAGBIMO was supported financially and
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technically by the ILM project, the resultant structure was decided by its stakeholders.

The project cautioned against building a structure too large that it becomes

unaffordable but the warning was not heeded (see Section 5.3). The funding of

LAGBIMO was agreed to be from contributions by its members, i.e. local governments

and BMUs. The process was later repeated on Lake Kyoga where the Lake Kyoga

Integrated Management Organization (LAKIMO) was formed in 2003. Here, despite

being a much larger lake, the institutional building process took less time because of

lessons learned from Lake George. A major difference between the lakes was in the

number of BMUs, on George there were only 8, whereas on Kyoga there were 192. This

meant that BMUs had to form associations at higher levels to enable democratic

representation at the highest lake wide level in LAKIMO. These LMOs provide

institutional linkages between central and grassroots fisheries management institutions

and bring together national institutions, local governments and communities who have

a stake in lake resources.

In all three Partner States, there are intentions to reform fisheries management

structures at national level to improve efficiencies in service delivery, retain direct

control of revenues raised from the fisheries sector and broaden stakeholder

representation in decision-making bodies on how these funds are utilized for

management and development. In Tanzania, this process covers only marine fisheries

whilst in Kenya and Uganda, it covers inland fisheries. The ILM project provided

technical support to DFR in developing the proposed structure, functions and financing

of the Tanzania Fisheries Authority (TFA). Technical support was also provided by the

IFMP to promote UFA and to help the Department of Fisheries design the Kenya

Fisheries Development Authority (KFDA). These new Authorities, when established, will

link closely with the LVFO and other lake management organizations. Approval has

been given by Government for the establishment of UFA but its legal establishment is

dependent on Parliamentary approval of the new Fisheries Bill.
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Developing and Harmonizing Enabling Laws; The development of

supportive legislation providing legal identity and power to fisheries institutions at

micro-meso-macro levels was regarded by national fisheries institutions, ILM and IFMP

as being essential for the establishment of a functional fisheries co-management

system. This involved the development of BMU regulations in each partner State, the

updating of national Fisheries Acts, developing legal recognition for regional lake

management organizations e.g. LVFO through its Convention and, in Tanzania,

LAGBTMO and LAKIMO through their Constitutions; legal empowerment of new Fisheries

Authorities e.g. UFA and KFDA. With regard to national Fish Acts, Tanzania has

developed and recently updated Act in 2003, Tanzania is awaiting submission of its

Fisheries Bill to Parliament and Kenya is in the process of finalizing an updated Fisheries

bill for submission to Parliament. JLM and TFMP provided technical support in drafting

Bills in Uganda and Kenya respectively. Legislation empowering community BMUs in

Uganda was enacted in 2003, BMU regulations were approved in Tanzania in 2005 and

Kenya has developed a very detailed set of highly supportive BMU regulations awaiting

submission for approval. The ILM project supported Uganda whilst the TFMP supported

Kenya and Tanzania in these legislative developments. On Lake Victoria, the IFMP

project is supporting LVFO harmonize a variety national laws relating to fishing gears,

fishing methods, licensing procedures, gazetting landing sites, control of fishing effort in

order to improve management.

Collection and Analysis of Information for Planning and Management;

Regular collection of monitoring information to assess the state of fish stocks and

understand the environmental, social and economic impacts of management measures

is an essential component of any fisheries management plan. The means of collecting

such information can vary greatly depending on many factors but size of the system is

one of the key influencing factors. On the relatively small Lake George, the ILM project

established a fisheries information collection and analysis system which closely involved

the communities themselves.

On the very much larger Lake Victoria, a wider range of fisheries surveys were

established using regional Standard Operating Procedures for trawl, hydro-acoustic, gill
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net, light-fishing and periodic census surveys. Communities were Involved In catch

assessment surveys but not as closely as on the smaller lake. Lake Victoria also
provided a more reliable time series & data upon which to base fish stock assessment
The IFMP project provided technical assistance to develop an Innovative Fisheries
Management Decision Support Tool (FMDST) to help managers take Important
management decisions secure In the knowledge that data upon which the decision was
based, were collected and analyzed In manner agreed across the three Partner States.
This was viewed as particularly important by the LVFO given a hIstory, prior to IFMP, of

disputed data and conflicting views on stock status.

Participatory Control of Access to Fisheries; With increasing human
populations, the open access nature of fisheries has attracted many newcomers to lake
fisheries resulting In at least a doubling of fishing effort on many lakes over the past
decade. Since the mld-1990s, there have been signs & decline in many of the dominant
fisheries, with dassic Indications such as declining catch per unit effort, a reduction In
age/length at maturity, higher mortality, and an Increased proportion & immature fish
In the catches. The ILM project worked on two very different lakes with regard to
access control. Lake George was a kontrolled” lake with a lImit on the number of
fishing boats and nets allowed on It by central government. This system had been In
place since the fifties and there widespread dissatisfaction with the way it operated. In
contrast, on the larger, Lake Kyoga there was no limit on boat or gear numbers. As part
of deepening decentrailsatlon, the DFR delegated responsibility for fisheries licensing to
local governments and ILM seized the opportunity to help DFR go further by lnvoMng
BMUs in the licensing process and to use licensing as a local management tool. A
system was established that vetted all applicants, provided allocations to women and
crew as well as the traditional dominant boat owners and spread access by allowing
only one boat license per household and favored locally resident households rather than
outsiders. The new system had massive impact on peoples’ attitudes and perception,
and for many people this was the first time that they realized the potential power of the
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new co-management system on their livelihoods. The new participatory system of

licensing positively addressed key governance, poverty and gender issues.

Sustahiab~e Hnandng of Co-Management Institutions; Sustainable

financing of fisheries institutions at all levels is essential for their functioning and

survival. Funding by Government is seriously inadequate in Kenya and Uganda,

highlighting the urgent need for fiscal reforms within the fisheries sector. In Tanzania,

the Fisheries Division established a Fisheries Retention Scheme deriving funds from

levies and royalties on fish exports from Lake Victoria (Nile perch) and marine waters. It

uses these funds to support priority fisheries programmes. More recently, a Deep Sea

Fisheries Authority has been established in Tanzania which will retain revenue from the

marine fisheries EEZ to be used for management and development purposes. In

Uganda and Kenya, the national fisheries institutions are intending to establish more

autonomous national Fisheries Authorities with powers to directly retain revenue

generated by fisheries and use it to fund fisheries activities.

All sources of revenue for fisheries management which are, or will be, generated

directly from fisheries will be based on a ~‘User Pays Principle”. This principle is being

applied to the fish export industry in the three Partner States. Studies on establishing a

Fish Levy Trust by levying a fee on the export of Nile perch from Lake Victoria were

undertaken with support from LVEMP and a regional synthesis report made

recommendations for regional harmonization. In July 2006, a levy on the export of fish

and fish products was agreed for the first time in Uganda but has yet to be

implemented. Once implemented, the next step will be to agree on how funds are

distributed between institutions and programmes and who will take decisions on these

funding allocations. The User Pays principle also applies to the revenue generating

powers bestowed upon BMUs through regional and national BMU guidelines and

national legislation. In two countries, Uganda and Tanzania, in addition to revenue

raised by BMUs through charging user fees, the District Local Governments operate

fisheries tax collection systems that are tendered out to private individuals as a means

of raising local tax revenue. The funds raised in this way are not normally reinvested in
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fisheries management or development but diverted to other priority development

programmes such as health and education.

Participatory Enforcement of Fisheries Ru~es and Laws; As fishing effort

increases and catches per fishermen decline, fishermen often resort to illegal methods

and gears to maintain their catches and incomes, inevitably catching smaller, often

immature and less valuable fish. Actions to address this issue were similar under JLM

and TFMP involving the establishment of transparent, accountable patrol operations

undertaken at inter-district level and involving BMU representatives in patrols. On Lake

Victoria, given its size and international boundaries, patrol activities were also

undertaken at national level. It was, however, realized by the IFMP project that even

this participatory approach may not be enough to significantly reduce widespread illegal

activities. The project is therefore currently adopting a “carrot and stick” approach. In

addition to the punitive patrol approach, the project is introducing incentives and

rewards for achieving local reductions in illegal activities by BMUs and Local

Governments. It is also exploring practical and cost effective ways to transform illegal

fishing operations into profitable legal enterprises.

The Coping and Transformative Strategies Adopted By Fisheries

As far as coping and transformative options are concerned, fishermen respond

differently to situations. Assmo (1999) states that people’s formation and

involvement in social groups or movements is seen as a survival strategy that most

often demand access to modernity. While there is a dearth of literature on the

gendered coping mechanisms under situations of commercialized fisheries, some

studies on coping strategies under other situations exist. For instance Madanda

(1997) and (2000) while studying household food security found that men and

women cope differently in situations of hunger. For example whereas men easily

worked for food, women had to obtain permission of their spouses. Some men did

not allow their wives to work for food considering it a public shame. Bangura

(1994) who observed that individuals and households cope through income



diversification strategies also defined coping strategies as “ways ordinary individuals

and households organize themselves to make a living.” Hence, it is pertinent to

establish how changes generated by commercialized fisheries are being responded

to by women and men.

On the other hand however Gibbon (1993) shows that communities often

organize beyond just one function. Thus beyond coping it is useful to establish

how women and men are changing or influencing the new situation namely the way

they are transforming it and with what alternatives which we refer to as

transformative efforts. The transformative strategies are understood within the

broader women’s empowerment debate that involves change at individual level,

intermediate and structural levels and is also context specific (Wieringa 1994 and

Kabeer, 2001)

In summary, none of the studies reviewed above make comparisons of the

fishing communities around Lake Victoria. Further apart from Olinga (2000) who

looks at gender considerations in resource allocation and fisheries development,

most of the others studies consider fishing from largely a sociological viewpoint, a

natural science based angle or from a “neutral” perspective. Fisheries management

bodies are not taken as an integral core variable in the studies. None indeed focuses

on the challenges faced by Fisheries management bodies. This research study thus

builds on these gaps to present a comparative picture in a situation of the fisheries

sector in Tanzania.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGy
Research Design

The study followed a paradigm of non experimental research which was a

survey research because it involved soliciting responses from the respondents once

and for all. In order to save time and costs the researcher employed a descriptive

correlation study design.

Study Popu’ation

The study targeted 240 respondents in Igombe fishing village in Tanzania.

Samp’e sizes

From the target population of 240 Fishermen, Slovenes’ Formula of 1978,
was considered to calculate a representative that would be able to give accurate views

concerning compliance of fishermen. The sample size was 150 based on the

computation.

=

1 — £Ve

Where n = the sample size

N = Population

e = the level of significance and this is 0.05.

Samp~ing Procedure

Simple random sampling was used in order to avoid biasness and stratified random

sampling technique was used to select the samples according to their levels of

compliance.

Research Instruments

Questionnaires; Structured questionnaires were administered by the

principal researcher and research assistants to 150 respondents consisting of various
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categories of the fisher community chosen randomly from the fishing village. This
type of formal Interview was useful mainly for comparative purposes sInce all the
respondet answer the same set of questions, which supports a comparative
analysis of certain variables of relevance to the research.
Validity and Reliability of the Instnimenta

Validity; After constructing the questionnaire, the researcher contacted the
supervisor and three other experts. Hence, the researcher established the validity of the
instrument by the use of expert judgment. Some of the Items that were recommended
to be removed from the instrument were removed. Then the researcher made
appropriate adjustments until the Instruments were declared valid.

Reliability; There are two common methods of assessing questionnaire
relIability. The method selected for this study was Internal consIstency method. This
method involved a single pre-test group and indicated the degree to which the items In
the questionnaire are Inter-correlated. In this study, the split half reliability or sub
divided test was calculated to further ascertain the coeffident of Internal consistency.
The test scores were split Into two subsets, pladng odd numbered Items in one sub set
and the even Items in the other sub set. The scores were then computed for each
indMdually using the Pearson product moment formula. Overall, the questionnaire had
a CVI Index of 0.8 which was above 0.7, thus it was acceptable as valid. Following the
calculations, the results revealed a product moment which meant that the Instrument
was 80% reliable. This rendered the instrument appropriate for use.

Data Gathering Procedure

Before going to the field the researcher obtained an Introduction letter
from office of the director Postgraduate Studies. This Introduced the researcher as a
student attempting to carry out an academic research. The researcher sought
permission from the concerned authorities of the Fishing community to access the
respondents and to be introduced to them. To ensure promptness and accuracy some
of the questionnaires were administered by the researcher and others administered by
the research assistants that the researcher employed. The data was analyzed and a
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draft report prepared on the same from primary and secondary sources that was
submitted.
Data Analysis

The data was cleansed in order to screen the un wanted data from the data that
carded meaning to the study. This was then late coded under themes that give more
meaning to the data that was collected. The results were then presented in form of
table and percentages for easy comprehension and later deductions were made from
the analyses. The questionnaire Items are scored 4 for the most favorable response
(Strongly Agree); 3 for a favorable response (Agree); 2 for a fairly favorable response
(‘Dlsagrew~ and 1 for unfavorable response (Strongly disagree). The spearman’s rank

correlation was used to compute the relationship between the complIance of the

fishermen towards the 1994 Tanzanian Act of fishing. In order to understand the

analysis of the data collected from the respondent, the following numerical values and
interpretation were utilized for the obtained means

Mean Range Response mode Interpretation
3.20 — 4.00 Strongly Agree High
2.51 — 3.25 Agree Moderate
1.76—2.50 DIsagree Low
1.00 — 1.75 Strongly Disagree Very low

Ethical Considerations
To ensure that ethics Is practiced In this study as well as utmost confidentiality

for the respondents and the data provided by them, the following were done: (I) coding
of all questionnaires; (Ii) the respondents were requested to sign the Informed consent;
(iii) authors mentioned In this study were acknowledged within the text; (iv) findings
were presented In a generalized manner.

Umitations of the Study
The limitations that may hinder the validity of this study may be as follows:
1. Intervening or confounding variables which were beyond the researchers control
such as honesty of the respondents and personal biases. To minimize such conditions,
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the researcher requested the respondents to be as honest as possible and to be

impartial/unbiased when answering the questionnaires.

2. The research environments were classified as uncontrolled settings where

extraneous variables might have influenced on the data gathered such as comments

from other respondents, anxiety, stress, motivation on the part of the respondents

while on the process of answering the questionnaires. Although these were beyond the

researcher’s control, efforts were made to request the respondents to be as objective

as possible in answering the questionnaires.

3. Testing: The use of research assistants might have rendered inconsistencies such

as differences in conditions and time when the data was obtained from respondents.

This was minimized by orienting and briefing the research assistants on the data

gathering procedures.

4. Instrumentation: The research tools were non standardized hence a validity and

reliability test was done to arrive at a reasonable measuring tool.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Anallysis of Research Question one: The ProfHe of respondents in terms of

age, gender, marita~ status and educationa~ level

The respondents interviewed had some commonalities in terms of; age, marital

status, education, and gender; their fishing practices were diverse, thus making the

groups far from being homogeneous. Despite the commonalities, the participants came

from a variety of classes, educational and fisheries management levels hence having

varying amounts of information on; cultural, social, educational and most importantly,

fisheries management and development within and outside Igombe Village. See table 1

for the details about characteristics of the respondents.

Table 1: Shows profile of respondents in terms of gender, age, marital status

and educational level

Profile
Sex
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Age; Almost 97% the respondents were below the age of 40. Among them, 25
were between the ages of 20 and 25, 61 were between 26 and 30, 30 were between 31

and3S~l8werebween36and4o,and4werea~ageof40~~
representing 16.7%, 40.7%, 20%, 12%, and 2.6% respectIvely. The results show that
fishing activities are mostly done by people of between the age of 20 and 40. This
seemed to suggest that it is the age bracket when most people are very energetic and
active given that fishing activities require a lot of energy and commitment. A small
numbers of respondents below the age of 20 years that conforms to the fact that
persons below the age of 18 are not allowed by law to go fishing as a management
measure that BMUs have vigorously enforced and those above 40 years are naturally
ruled out by both; lack of enough energy and a mindset that fishing is for youths.

Sex; Nearly all respondents interviewed were males. Out of the 150 respondents
Interviewed, only 34 were females representing 22.7%, whIle the males were 116
representing 77.3% of the total number of respondents interviewed. The findings
reflected that it is men who dominate the fishing industry and this seem to suggest that
fishing Is a male dominated activity basing on the above percentages. There is a
naturally constructed gender dMslon of labor In most activities that require a lot of
energies and this is true with the fishing industry. This echoes MAAIPs 2003 view that
women have traditionally been excluded and men at almost all levels dominate the
fisheries sector and this domination, together with the lower status in many cultures
around lakes, mean that women have not benefited from fisheries resources.
Traditionally, Women did not engage In actual fishing but of iate, they partldpate in
fisheries beach management practices such as being members on the BMUs as provided
for in the BMU formation guidelines, fish processing and selling, among other selected
areas. The results further show that it is men who entirely work as fishing crews and
could be associated with the belief that women have bad omens and therefore not
allowed to enter any fishing boat. Men also own most fishing boats, are the majority on
the BMU, are boat and net makers and repairers, and do fish mongeting and fish
processing. It appears that women’s low participation in the fishery is due to cultural
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TaMe 2
The Extent of 2003 Tanzania Fisheries Policies Management Act

Statements Mean Interpretation Rank
S/N

Implementation of the Fish Act has been 2. 66 Moderate i
1 efficient at reducing fish malpractices

Fishermen in Igombe Village landing site 1.21
use the recommended fish ing gear
Demonstration of appropriate fish gears 1. 23

3 and fishing methods have been frequently
done to fishermen on this land ings~e

4 I have been trained on how to comply
with the Fish Act.
Directorate of Fisheries Resources in 2. 11

5 Igombe Village has carried out
sensitization meetings with the fishermen
~wtoc~thfishin~tions
Our BMU has carried out sensitization

6 meetings with the fishermen on how to
comply with fishing regulations in Igombe
Village
The mass media is used to mobilize the

7 ~

The highest mean was 2.66 of the respondents that agreed that fishermen on

study landing sites used the recommended fishing gear (Table 2), 1.21 of the

respondents disagreed that implementation of the Fish Act had been efficient at

reducing fish malpractices while 1.23 mean of the respondents disagreed that

demonstration of appropriate fish gears and fishing methods had been frequently done

to fishermen on landing sites. 1.40 mean of the respondents were trained on how to

comply with the Fish Act, 2.11 mean indicated that BMUs had carried out sensitization

meetings with the fishermen on how to comply with fishing regulations and that, the

Department of Fisheries Resources had carried out sensitization meetings with the

fishermen on how to comply with fishing regulations (1.10). This information indicates

that implementation activities for the Fish Act were carried out on various fishing sites
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but without a successful achievement, then also, 1.18 mean of the respondents should

have disagreed with the statement that the mass media being used to mobilize the

fishermen against fish malpractices, In regard to the role of the BMUs, the

Commissioner for Fisheries added;

“Over the last five years the Department of A~heries resources estab/i~hed a co

management program on all landing sites. Consequently, BAIL/s have helped to

supplement the few traft~ed fisheries personnel to implement fisheries management

measures ilke sensitL~ation of the fishermen. Howevei, delegation of Fkheries

Management especi~lly in regulation and enforcement without adequate capacity

buiidft~g has created a problem,” Respondent: Commissioner for Fisheries.

This implies that although BMUs have been useful in implementation of the Fish Act,

they haven’t had enough capacity building to enforce the Law. Indeed, one LVFQ

official also reiterated the above observation that;

“The persons /eadí~g BAIL/s for most of the areas have been paft of the fishiflg

community and most times are complacent to mal-fi~hi~g practices. Others lack

capadty and knowledge in managing fi5heries~”Respondent. LVFO official

Despite the varied levels of skills and capacity of BMUs, information from Law

enforcement personnel revealed that they carry out day-to-day surveillance of the

fishery resources, are involved in conservation measures, improving the beach hygiene,

participate in data collection, handle emergencies at the beach level and resolve

conflicts.

Ana’ysis of Research Question Three: What is the ~eve~ of compliance of

fishermen on the Tanzania Fisheries policies in Igombe Village Tanzania?

This section contains various statements about the level of compliance of

fishermen on the Tanzanian Fisheries policies in Igombe Village in Tanzania. The

respondents kindly expressed their Opinions by ticking one of the given responses (4-

Strongly Agree, 3-Agree, 2-Disagree and 1-strongly disagree) in front of each statement

but the researcher during analyzed them according to table 3 that presents their

average mean for easy interpretation of the findings.



Table 3
Determining the level of compliance of fishermen on the Tanzania flsheries

policies in Igombe Village Tanzania

Statements Mean Interpretat~on Rank

alfisherthillegal~~~~ 3.58 H~h 1
have been arrested in Igombe Village
~nding site
There has been destruction of illegal 3.52 High 2
gears/items, undersize fish by law
enforcement personnel in Igombe Village

j~pç~g site
Fishermeersiz~~ 3.38 High 3
been arrested in Igombe Village landing
site
Fishermen on landing site use the 3. 24 High 4

cnlmendedfishingge
There are weak institutions and 3.20 moderate 5
institutional processes for Monitoring,
Control and Surveillance in Igombe Village
j~n site
Ensuring compliance to the Fish Act 2. 66 Moderate 6
remains a challenge in Igombe Village

Mono-filament gillnets are no longer used 2.21 low 7
for fishing in Igombe VWage !ancHng s~e

There were two main areas of disagreement regarding enforcement of the Fish

Act. That mono-filament gillnets are no longer used for fishing on Igombe landing site

as disagreed indicating a very low mean of 2.21 and that searches for immature fish,

illegal nets/gears were common on landing sites of the respondents.

Respondents complied with the following Fish Act enforcement measures which scored

high average means (Table 3): that several fishermen with illegal fishing gear have

been arrested on landing sites, that there has been destruction of illegal fishing



gears/items, undersize fish by Law enforcement personnel on landing sites, fi~shermen

who land undersize fish have been arrested on landing sites and that fishermen on

landing sites use the recommended fishing gear.

AnallysiS of Research Question four: Is there a significant rellaLionship

between the extent of the 2003 Tanzania Fisheries Act and the compD lance of

the fishermen Igombe Village?

This section contains various statements establishing if there is there a s ignificant

relationship between the extent of the 2003 Tanzania Fisheries Act and the cc.mpliance

of the fishermen Igombe Village in Tanzania. The respondents kindly expressed their

opinions by ticking one of the given responses (4-Strongly Agree, 3-Agree, 2—Disagree

and 1-strongly disagree) in front of each statement but the researcher during analysis

grouped into agree and disagree for easy interpretation of the findings.

Tabile 4

Pearson corr&atiOn coefficient showing the rdationship betwe~fl
Impilementation and Enforcement of the Fish Act

the Effectlvesj Level of~
of the Tanzania compl lance to

—— Fisher policy the Fish AcL~
The Effectives of the Pearson Correlation 1 -.152
Tanzania Fisher Policy Sig. (2 -tailed) .015

N 150 1501

T~ntatio~nd Pearson Con~ation -. ~2 — 1~
Enforcement of the Sig. (2 -tailed) .015
Fish Act N 150 1S~J

There was a negative relationship between implementation of the Fis~ Ii Act and

the compliance of the fishermen towards the Fish Act (r = 0.152; p < 0.05 D implying

that better implementation of the Fish Act reduces enforcement activities for
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compliance with the Act. The insignificance of the results as well as the low Spearman

correlation (r = -0.152) were probably due to the fact that the terms “implementation

and enforcement” appeared similar and were likely to have been confused by

respondents.

In addition, the results may be attributed to the use of destructive and illegal

fishing gears and methods have remained a challenge on Igombe landing site, illegal

fishing equipment is usually seized on this landing site and, that controlling capture and

trade in immature fish is still a problem on Lake Victoria among others. However, during

the study, enforcement of several provisions of the Fish Act was observed; namely;

destruction of immature fish confiscated from fishermen (see Figure 1, destruction of

scoop nets by BMU staff (see figure 2) and destruction of illegal under-sized boats (see

figure 3).

£
11

Source: Field data (photograph taken in 2011)

Figure 1: Destruction of immature fish confiscated from fishermen at Igombe Fishing

site
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Source: Field data (photograph taken in 2011)

Figure 2: Destruction of seine nets by BMU staff at Igombe Fishing site

Source: Field data (photograph taken in 2011)
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fishers’numbers outweigh the number of BMU members. Provisions of adequate
facilities to BMUs to enable them handle enforcement duties and introducing Incentives
for fishers who excel in adhering to set byelaws as motivations and luring the hard-to-
change fishers as well.
Lastly, suggestions for future arbitration of fisheries conflicts according to the study
induded; training of BMU members in skills for arbitration and minimizing of conflicts,
construction of court rooms for arbitratlons, BMI.J members should be remune~_d so
as to motivate them.
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with few aiternative income sources has negative implications on the fisheries resource
especially in terms of; fishing effort and management.

According to FAO (1996), fishermen when compared with other rural residents
say farmers, have been found to have slightly higher fertility. This is in line with a set &
conceit attitudes towards family formation, which point to earlier age at marriage and
higher number of children desired. Given that most fishers are uneducated, they find no
reason for educating their off springs and this is coupled with the need for acquiring
cheap fishing labor force. The circumstan~ of fishing populations are of the kind
typically conducive to high fertility: families with an abundant labor force are at
advantage In the exploitation of fishery resources because & open access and a large
offspring facilitates a strategy of diversification of sources & income, which is important
because of the iavatory nature and low productivity of fishing. Populations with high
levels of education see having many children as a burden which Is the opposite with
less or uneduca~~ecj ones. There is a relationship between level of education in regards
to attitudes, behavior of fishermen and their perceptions of changes In fisheries
resources. People who show greater concern for envIronmental issues and the impact
of population growth In the exploitation of these resources are those with some
reasonable education.

The fisheries industry Is yet to experience a different trend In terms of
occupational mobility. In Mélaysia, there was an overall decline In the number of coastal
fishers; this decline is also reflected in an lnter-generatjo~~~ occupational mobility out of
fishing Into other occupations in the service sector or into unempioymea Fore
exampie, In the PhIlippInes and Tanzania, the number of coastal fishers started to
decline (FAO, 2003). A plausible explanation for these changes could be that in many
countries, in the context of declining catches and income per fisher on the one hand,
and economic growth and rising levels of education on the other hand, alternative and
economically more rewardIng employment opportunIties have deveiopeci outside the
fisheries sector, faciiltating vocational mobility. Government poilcies aiming at a
reduction and limitation of fishing effort, conservation, and the rehabilitation of fisheries
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perch in Igombe Village, the fishermen use 3.5-inch or 2.5-Inch mesh nets. Although
the Fish (Immature Fish) Instrument, 2002 No. 73 was formulated for this purpose, it Is
illegal In that It was signed by the Chief Fisheries Officer (Commissioner for Fisheries)
who Is not authorized to make legislation and Its enforcement was also found lacking.

Consequentjy, the fishing vices have resulted into over exploitation. This was
highlighted by Odada et a! (2004) that overexploitatlon of the fisheries resources has
occurred in Igombe Village. Mkumbo and Cowx (1999) further revealed that an increase
in total fishing effort, efficiency of fishing gear and extension of fishing grounds to
maintain the yield, with a progressive decline in catch per unit effort (CPUE) and mean
size of fish caught.

Several factors attempt to explain the increase in fish iiiegailties on Igombe
Village. Bwathondi etat (2001) argue that the unrestricted access status of the landing
site and lack & enforcement of existing legislation are linked to increasing and crippling
fishing effort. This is another gap In the Fish Act that because there is no law to limit
entry into fishing. Despite the gaps within the Law several attempts to~p fishing mai
practices were reported by Okware (2008, p14) that:

“~.the operations done towam’s compliance involved) bonier openuons to
Inteicept contalne,y of illegal gea,’s imported) lntelh~gence based land and water

operations ta,geung hot .~t for the capture andprocessing ofundersized fit;
operations in fish markets and impromptu mad blocks targeting dealers In
undeisired fish and) 8MUpaavIk~g their areas iwth 56cumyagencles’t

The study revealed that there is need for effective management of naturai
resource requires engagement of the resource users and attendant communities
through sensitization as a starting point to achieve successful enforcement operation
(FAO, 2001) Ntiba et at (2001) points out that the people’s lack of awareness and
ignorance of their rights and obligations in bringing about a conducive environment for
a sustainable fishery may also undermine their effective participation in the
management of their natural resources and fisheries in particular. Therefore,
empowering the communities through sensitization on the management measures and
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statutory obligations Is the first step toward effective managemert and consequentJy
sustainable utilization of fisheries resources.

However, despite fishers and fisheries managers being sensitized and trained to
some level In application Fisheries Law, the study found that Illegal fishing activities

continued to be reported and observed in various fishing sites around Igombe Village. A
similar observation by Kabuye (2005) indicated that there is excessive fishing effort
coupled with use of destructive fishing methods and illegal gears despite the knowledge
of law against such activities. Kabuye (ibid) further observed that the fisheries of
Igombe Village were dwIndlIng and were at the time exploited at unsustainable levels
due to lack of effective Implementation and enforcement of the Fish Act (Cap. 197).
Over fishing and the use of damaging or illegal fishing gear Is only In part a reflection of
the failure of Fish Act Implementation strategies on the Lake, and Is symptomatic of
broader socIal, economIc, and developmental dislocations such as poverty and lack of
employment.

Study findings by Nabongo (2007) are also consistent with the results of this
study that use of various fishing methods that Impact the fisheries negatively Indudlng
use of poison and explosives, baniers~ pots and baskets, spears, dredges, traps,
lampara, scoop nets, seine nets, trawl nets, trammel nets/ tangle net system, drifting or
set glIlnets of more than 30 MD, cast net and monofilarnent nets were on the rise and
can be directly lInked to Inadequacies in the law and Ineffective or lack of
implementation of the very law.

Research findings revealed that several factors had cont,ibutecj to negative
correlation of the implementation of the 1994 Fisheries Act and compliance of the
respondents to the efficient Implementation and enforcement of the Fish Act in
Tanzania. Political interference and high cost of recommended fishing equIpment were
the major hindrance to efficient implementation and enforcement of the Fish Act in
Tanzania. Poor and inconsistent surveillance was also cited, while failure In controlling
this kind of fishing were cited as significant challenges in such vast and open waters
fisheries of Igombe Village. It can be also condudeti that the causes for increased
fishing illegalities are multi-dimenslonai, and that in addItional to inadequacies of the
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regulatory nature and community complicity, physical and technological infrasbijc~u,.~
limitations are also a major hindrance to Sustainable utilization of the fisheries
resources. This is in agreement with Bwathondft et a! (2001) who cites the lack or
inadequacy of handling facilities, ice plants, storage facilities, sanitary conditions
(induding boats with containers) at landing sites as contributing to poor fish quality and
consequentjy makIng It impossible to fisheries managers and enforce the provisions of
the Ash Act that are premised on avaIlability of such infrastructure.

Among key factors cited as most important in the level of compliance of
fishermen on the Tanzania Fisher policy in Igombe Village Tanzania induded the BMLJs
leaders and the Commissioner for Fisheries. In regard to the role of the BMUs, the
Commissioner for Fisheries added; “Over the last five years, the Department of
FisherIes resources established a Co-management program on all landing sites.
Consequentjy, BMUs have helped to supplement the few trained fisheries personnel to
implement fisheries management measures like sensitization of the fishermen.
However, delegation of Fisheries Management especially in regulation and enforcement
without adequate capacity building has created a problem”. This Implies that although
BMUs have been useful In implementation of the Fish Act, they haven’t had enough
capacity building to handle fisheries issues effectively. In addition, the Fish Act, Cap.197
does not empower the Beach Management units to participate in licensing of fishing
vessels though the BMU Rules enacted in 2003 clearly stipulate a number of functions
for the BMIJ during licensing. Information from law enforcement personnel revealed
that they carry out day-to-day surveillance of the fishery resources, are involved In
conservation measures identification of breeding and nursery grounds and providing
Information of illegal fishers, Improving the beach hygiene, participate in data collection,
handle emergencies at the beach level and resolve conflicts.

Regarding enforcement of the Fish Act, 100% of the respondents agreed that
several fishermen with illegal fishing gear had been arrested on landing sites, that there
has been destruction of illegal gears/items, undersize fish by Law enforcement
personnel on landing sites, fishermen who land undersize fish have been arrested on
landing sites, that fishermen on landing sites use the recommended fishing gear,
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controlling the use of destructive and illegal fishing gears and methods have remained a
challenge on Igombe Village, illegal fishing equipment Is usually seized on this landing
site and that controlling capture and trade in immature fish is still a problem on Igombe
Village among others. The reasons for prevalence of fish malpractices are partly
provided by Othina (1999) that with the natural explosion of the Nile Perch and the
boom In its export market; many more people who were never fishermen moved to
cash in on the “lucrative” industry. The resulting competition may have pushed
traditional fishermen to resort to the use of destructive fishing methods to sustain their
level of iiveiihoocj and food requireme~. A case In point is exemplified by the use of
poison, which led to a ban on fishing and the export of fish in March 1999 (Ntiba etat
2001), was probably largely due to rent-seekers.

The study results indicated that searches for immature fish, illegal nets/gears
were not common on landing sites and, that mono-filament gillnets were widely used
for fishing on Igombe Village. However, during the study, enforcement of several
provisions of the Fish Act were observed; namely; confiscating of under size gIll nets
and arresting of culprits by the police offlcers~ destruction of Immature fish confiscated
from fishermen, destruction of scoop nets by DFR staff and destruction of illegal under
sized boats. The information above therefore, Indicates that the DFR together with local
governments and BMUs have put considerable effort to enforce the Fish Act regulations.

The study examined the relationship between the effectives of the Tanzania
Fisher policy and the compliance of the fishermen Igombe Village. The study revealed
that there was a significant negative relationship between the compliance and
enforcement of the Fish Act This suggests that effective Implementation of the Fish Act
reduces enforcement activities for compliance wIth the FIsh Act Besides, when the
whole fishing community understands the Laws/regulations, compliance level is
expected to go up.

Conduslon

Implementation and enforcement of the Fish Act on Igombe Village is inadequate
to ensure sustainable exploitation and conservation of fisheries resources. There were
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several factors that conb1bu~J to the negative correlation to the compliance of the
Fisheries Act, these included use of undersize gill nets, fish poisoning, catching
Immature fish, fishing In breeding grounds, lack of fish movement permits and landing
at non- designated landing sItes among others were used on Igombe VIllage. Despft~
sensitization and training of the fishermen and managers, Illegal fishing practices are
still observed on Igombe Village There Is an Inverse relationship between
Implementation of the Fish Act with fish malpractlces and resource destruction on
Igombe Village.

Recommendations
In order to improve Implementation and enforcement of the Fish Act to enable it

to effectively control the exploitation and conservation of fisheries resources on Igombe
Village (Tanzania), the following measures are recommended:

All Laws Including the Fish Act are dynamic depending on emerging Issues. The
Fish Act Is outdated. As such, there is need to review the Law periodically to address
the going concerns that emerge from time to time.

The fisheries SubsidIary Instrumet that are Inconsistent with the Fish Act lIke
the Beach Management Unit Instrument (2003), The Fish (Immature Fish) Instrument
No. 73 of 2002, the Statutory Instrument No. 73 of 2001, should be formalized to
enable the effective enforcement and avoidance of legal proceedings against the
Department of Fisheries Resources. This should be In addition to having change In
fisheries enforcement approach.

There Is urgent need for Increased staff levels for implement~tj~~ and
enforcement of the fisheries law, and to develop human resources capacity In fisheries
management, monitoring, controlling and surveillance, and that of other stakehoiders to
support government efforts. There Is need to increase the capacity of the Departme~
of Fisheries Resources In enforcement and prosecution of illegal, unregulated and
unreport~ecf fishing and illicit trade In Immature fish coupled wIth acquIsition of
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equipment like patrol vehicles and communication gadgets needed for efficient

enforcement of regulations in the Fish Act.

In order to reduce fishing pressure in Igombe Village landing site, there is need
for getting fishermen out of the waters through a buyout system and there after

sensitizing and retraining them to engage in downstream fishing activities such as

processing and trading, and provision of supplies for fishing. In addition, the

government should prioritize retraining of fishermen into alternative livelihoods such as

fish farming, cage culture, boat making to enable them sustain their livelihoods.
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APPENDIX 1: QFTFCFisheries’ Management and Illegal Fishing in Lake Victoria, Igombe Fishing

Village TanzaniaNote;
~ The exercise is purely for academic purposes. Therefore, any information given

shall be treated with due confidence

> The researcher will maintain anonymity in quoting specific statements unless
permitted otherwise by the person(s) concerned.

Please tick appropriate option in the box provided
Sex:

Male []
Female [j

2 Age:
Below 20 years []
20—25 {]
26—30 [j
31—35 {]
36—40 [j
40—above []

3 Marital Status

Single [] Widow/Widower []

Married [1 Separated/divorced []

4 Main Occupation

Fishing [] Law enforcer {]
Trading [] Administrator {]
Student []
Others please (Specify)

5 Academic Level
No formal Education []
Primary level []
Secondary level []
Diploma []
Degree {]
Post graduate []
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6 This section contains various statements about the degree of effectiveness of
Tanzania Fisheries policies to the compliance of Fishermen to the Fish Act in Igombe
Village in Tanzania. Kindly express your opinion by ticking one of the given responses in
front of each statement.

Response made Interpretation
4. Strongly agree I agree with no doubt at all
3. Agree I agree with some doubt
2. Disagree I disagree with some doubt
1. Strongly disagree I disagree with no doubt at all

Statements Responses

4321

/ B. Directorate of Fisheries Resources in Igombe Village has carried out
I sensitization meetings with the fishermen on how to comply with

/ fishing regulations

/ C. Our BMU has carried out sensitization meetings with the fishermen

/ on how to comply with fishing regulations in Igombe Village

/ D. Fishermen in Igombe Village landing site use the recommended

/ fishing gear.
~
/ been frequently done to fishermen on this landing site

/ F. Implementation of the Fish Act has been efficient at reducing fish
malpractices

G. The mass media is used to mobilize the fishermen against fish
malpractices.

7 This section contains various statements about the level of compliance of
fishermen on the Fisher policy and enforcement of the Fish Act in Igombe Village in
Tanzania. Kindly express your opinion by ticking one of the given responses in front of
each statement as interpreted before.
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Statements

A. Ensuring compliance to the Fish Act remains a challenge in Igombe
Village landing site

B. ~ alflshermen~jf~ illegal fishing gear have been arrest~Jn
Igombe Village landing site

C. ermho l~ dersiz~is~ have~
Village landing site

D. Mono-filament gillnets are no longer used for fishing in Igombe
Village landing site

E. Fishermen on landing site use the recommended fishing gear.

F. There are weak institutions and institutionai processes for torT~g
Control and Surveillance in Igombe Village landing site

G. There has been destruction of illegal gears/items, undersize fish by
law enforcement personnel in Igombe Village landing site

8 a) In respect to your experience, do you think BMUs are capable of
successfully managing and developing fisheries resources in Igombe Village?

Yes [j
No []

(b) If yes, why do you think so?

(c) If no, what are your suggestions?

Thank you for your cooperation
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Website: www.kiu.ac.ug

OFFICE OF THE COORDINATOR, BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH (SPGSR)

June 2, 2010

RE: REQUEST FOR KAIZILEGE EMMANUEL RUSHOKE
MBAJ10059/81/DF: TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

The above mentioned is a bonafide student of Kampala International University
pursuing a Masters of Business Administration.

He is currently conducting a field research of which the title is “1994 Fisheries
Management Act and Compilance of Fisherment in Lake Victoria Igombe
Fishing Village, Tanzanian”

Your organization has been identified as a valuable source of information pertaining to
his research project. The purpose of this letter is to request you to avail him with the
pertinent information he may need,

Any information shared with him from your or~anization shall b~treated with utmost
confidentiality.

Any assistance rendered to him will be- highly appreciated; -

Yours trul ~-. ‘~r - -

Mr. Malinga- Ramadhan
Coordinató~ - --

Business and Màná~ement, (SPGSR)

Exploring rhe Heights”



MWANZA CITY COUNCIL
All letters send to the City Director

Director: 255-28-2501375 1 P.O .BOX 1333

All Offices: 255-28-2540334 MWANZA,

Fax: 255-028-2500785

E-mail.mwacify@fhenef.cofz

Ref. no.F.40/27 VOL 11/515 10/06/2011

The coornator,

Business and Management (SPGSR),

Kampala Intenational University,

P.O.Box 20000,

Kampala.

RE: PERMISION FOR KAIZILEGE EMMANUEL RUSHOKE MBA/10059/81/DF.TQ
C~NDUCT RESEARCH IN MWANZA CITY. V

Please refer to your letter dated, June 2, 2011 concernig the abave heading.

Permition is granted to kaizilege Emmanuel rushoke to conduct research at
Igombe fishing Village regarding fisheries management and illegal fishing in
Lake Victoria.

We will appreciate to have the copy of final report to wark on the findings and
recommendations.

Looking forwards for further cooperation.

,~/ /

Omary Kamata

City Fisheries Officer

V Mwanza. ~

Cc. - Mr.Kaizira E.Rushoke —Report to city fisheries officer for assistant.

- Bugogwa (lgombe) Fisheries officer, Village excutive officer — Please assist
him.



APPENDIX IV: CURRICULUM VITAE

Name
Date of Birth
Tribe
Nationality
Marital Status
Religion
Cell Phone
E-mail

1999 — 2003
1997 — 1999
1981 — 1983
1974—1976
1970 — 1973
1969 — 1962

1976 — 1978
1978 — 1979
1980 — 1981
1983 — 2005
2003 — update

Personal Profile
Kaizilege Emmanuel Rushoke
14th October 1953

Haya
Tanzanian
Married
Christian
+255784752396
~keahoocom

Educational Background
Bcom . Open University of Tanzania
Dip. Bus. Management- Glasgous UK
Dip. in Fisheries Science. Dar.Tz
Cert. in Fisheries Science — Bagamoyo TZ
“0” level Certificate. Kigoma SS Kigoma TZ
Maendeleo Primary School. Kigoma TZ

Working Experience
District Fisheries officer Kasulu Kigoma Tz
National Service Oljoro Arusha Tz
Acting Regional Fisheries Officer Kigoma Tz
Regional Fisheries Officer/Project Manager Kagera Tz
Tutor Nyegezi Fresh water Fisheries Institute Mwanza. Tz
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~
R~LiMINi~RY FRV!SJO”S

1, Short title, commencement and app}ication,
2. Interpretation.

PART j~

ADMINISTRM iO\

3. Responsibilities of the Minister.
4. Appointment of Director and his functions.
5. Registration, licensing, enforcement officers and Inspectors.
6. Conflict of interests.
7. Information to members of the public.
8. Relation between Ministry, local authorities and fisheries

management authorities~

PART III
DEvELopM~~T OF THU FISHING INDUSTRy

9. Development and suistainahie use of aquatic resourc~s.

PART IV
~ QU~CtJLTUR~ DEVULOpHENT

10. Regulation of aquaculture practices.
11. Aquaculture not to impair other activities.
12.. Register of aqua farmers,
13. Control of genetic and species diversity.
14. Use of genetic resources.
15. Monitoring and control of disease in fish.
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46. Penalty for ~olating fish quality standards.
47. Penalty for other offences.
48. AbandGned vessel, gear, fish or fishery products.
49. Rewards.
50. l~otection of informers.

PART X
GENE~L PRovisioNs

51. Sovereignty over biological resources.
52. Environmental Impact Assessm&it.
53. Research priority areas and faQilitation.
54. Call for research information,
55. Call for information from licence.
56. Exemptions.
57. Regulations.
58. Act to prevail over by-laws..
59. Repeals.
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brackish or freshwater organisms, either caught from their natural or be
artificial environment as seed and kept until they reach the desirdd Mi
size; “chill

“aquatic flora’~ means all aquatic plants and other members of the pro
aquatic plant kingdom including corals, spongers and weeds;

“aquatic substrate” means aiiy rock, stone, gravel, sand, shell, ten
limestone, dead coral, whether or not removed from its natural “chjl1~
location; coi

“approval number” means runique c~ombination of letters and numbers “chief
assigne4 by the Director to a fish processing establishment located “citizt
on land or a fishing vessel for the purpose of showing that “coas
the establishment or a fishing vessel has been inspected and sea
conforms with the required layout and standards; lam

“artisanal fisheries” means categories of fisheries that are of small scale “cold
and not commercially orientated, using relatively small amount of is s
capital and in which fishers have usually a traditional involvement “close
with fishing; spe

“auditor” means a fish inspector authorized to check on compliance of the
quality standards regulations issued under this Act; gal

“authorized associations” means any body of persons incorproated or “corni
not~incorporated and includes a beach management unit declared so pm
under this Act; “corn

“;uthorized officer” means the Director or any fisheries officer or a del
member of beach management unit or other person authorized in “criti(
writing by the Director to exercise any power or to discharge any the
duty under this Act or any subsidiary legislation made under this un’
Act; “criti

“batch” means a quantity of fish or fishery products obtained under mt
practically identical circumstances;

“beach management unit” means a group of devoted stakeholders in a wh
fishing community whose main function is management conservation
and protection of fish in their locality in collaboration with the eli
government; le~

“beach seine” means a fishing net designed to hang vertically in the
water, the ends being drawn together to the beach while the foot rope eli~
drags through the fishing ground; “corn

“biological diversity” means the varieties of all forms of life; foi
“buffer zone” means beach area measured immediately after the highest

water mark and it extends landwards to 260 meters; the first 60 “conl
meters can be used on temporary basis while the next 200 meters can thi
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No. 2~ Fisheries

“coral” means a living or dead calcareous skeleton secreted by
polyploid coelenterates of class Anthrozoa;

“darn” includes any fixed obstruction used for the purpose of retaining
or controlling the flow of water;

“defrosting” means the process of removing trost and ice from freezer
and freezer store, refrigerated plate or coils, by the introduction of
heat, or brushing and scraping;

“dehydraction” means the loss of moisture from a frozen product
through evaporation;

“Director” means the Director of Fisheries appointed under Section 4 of
this Act;

“disjpfectant’~ means a chemical agent that renders an object ~ee from
micro~organisms without adversely affecting the object;

“enforcement officer” means an officer appointed by the Director to
perform duties prescribed in Part VIII of this Act;

“estuary’ means an area where river water mixes with sea water or lake water;
“export” means taking away of fish,.fishery products and aquatic flora

from the country to any other place outside Mainland Tanzania;
“explosives” means a dynamite or bomb; or blasting agent, detonators

or any material used in the manufacture of explosives;
“fish” means all forms of aquatic or amphibious life iflcluding finfish,

dolphin, whale, dugong, shell fish, turtles and includes spat, brood,
AOtNQ, fly, spa~i, ova and young of all such fish, but does not include any
12 of ~ aquatic or ar~phibious animal which the provisions of the Wildlife

Conservation Act, 1974, apply or young of any such animal;
“fi~hery” means every area, locality or place or stations in or which

fishing gear is used, set or place or located and 3l~o the area, tract or
stretch ofwater in or from which fish may be taken by such fishing gear;

“fish dealer” means any person other than a fisher who sells, barters or
offers for sale any fish or fish products, and including every person
or body of persons whether incorporated or unincorporated engaged
in the buying, bartering, exposing for, sale, preparing, processing,
packing or storing, landing or transshiping, any fish or fish Products,
but does not include a hotel, restaurant, cafeteria or other similar
establishment which the Minister may declare not to be a fish dealer
for. the purpose of this Act.;

“Fi~h,~st~blishment” means any premise or a vessel where fish or fish
pro~iucts are prepared, processed, frozen, packaged or stored, but
does not include auction and wholesale markets in which only
display and sale by wholesale takes place;
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“fresh product” means a fish product whether whole or prepared, which
has not undergone any treatment to ensure preservation other than
chiking and includes fish product packed under vacuum or in a
modified atmosphere;

“fresh water sport fiSh” means any fish exploited for leisure in lakes,
dams or rivers add includes the young and the eggs thereof;

“frozen product” means a fish product which has undergone a freezing
process tQ reach ~ core temperature of-
18°C or lower, after temperature stabilization;

“genetic resource” ~nean~genetic material of actual potential value;
“genetically rnodifie~l resources” means all stocks used for the purpose of

aquaculture and dther culture based fisheries after genetic alteration;
“gill net: means a fishing gear made of thread with standard measurement

of 26 meshes deep and ninety meters long used for capturing fin fish
by gill operculurn;

“Government fishir~g vessel” means any fishing vessel belonging to or
in the servidé of the United Republic of Tanzania;

“good manufacturing practice” means a combination of manufacturing
and qualfty control procedure aimed at ensuring that products are
consistent manufactured to their specifications;

“hazard” mans a biologic~l or chemical agent or physical condition
with the~potentia:l to cause harm and includes any of the following-

(a) contaminatidn or re-contamination to unacceptale levels, with a
biological, chemical or physical agent or a material, semi finished
or unjfinishe~ products;

(b) or other un~lersirable ~td~ôbial metabolites, generations of
chemical, growth or surc’.ival of micro-organisms to unacceptable
level~ in raw! materials, àcmi finished or finished products; and

(c) production Or persistence t&dä~~e~table levels, or toxins or
other unctersirable microbiaIT~etabolites;

“Hazard Analsis and Critical Coiltrâl Point (HACCP)” means approach
used-
(a) to assess the potential hazai’ds associated with the production,

processing, preparation and distribution of fish and the risk and
severity of each hazard;

(b) to identify appropriate preventive, control or measures that can
be applied to prevent, eliminate or reduce the hazard to

~acceptable levels;
(c) to provide assurance that the appropriate prevention, contr~

correQtive actions have been applied correctly;
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No, 22“mollusc” means a large phylum of invertebrates without segments or
limbs, usually having a mantile or folds of skin that secrets a shell; “transshi
members of the phylum include larnellibranches, gastropods, produ
cephalopods and scaphopods; anoth

“net” means fishing gear made of thread or wire or any other material in ~or
designed to be used for the purpose of collecting, capturing, “tracebil
gathering, killing fish or aquatic flora; locati

“owner” as applied to registered fishing vessel or gear, means the “trout st
registered owner or holder of a fishing licence; fresh~

“oyster” means any mollusc of any species of genus Crassostrea; “territor
“poison” means any natural or synthetic chemical used to kill fish; to a d
“processing” means cleaning, fIlleting, icing, packing, canning, freezing, water

sm~oking, salting, drying or otherwise preparing of fish or fish islaric
products for marketing; exc i u

“product of aquatic flora” means anything made out, or composed “water p
wholly or partly of any aquatic vegetation; of su

“i~gistered tonnage” in relating to a vessel means the tonnage appear
ing on her certificate of registry; effeci

“responsible fisheries” means the principles and standards applicable to huma
conservation, nianagement and development of all fisheries and it impa
covers the capture, processing and trade of fish and fishery products, of a~
flshin~ operations, aquaculture, fisheries research and integration of “wh oles
fishenes into coastal area management; w hi c

“stakeholder” means a person or group of persons or institution whose u n d e
in’terests are materially affected, either directly or indirectly, by or so
fishing and fishing related activities subject to this Act; paras

“sea fishery” means fisheries of the waters which are to the seaward of
the high water mark

“semi-industrial fishing” means the categories o~fisheries that are
small scale, commercially oriented, using small amount of capital
but without traditional involvem’ent; 3. TI

“surveillance” means checking and ensuring compliance with control ensurin
measures imposed under this Act in fishing and related activity; connect

“Tanzania fishing vessel or local vessel” means a fishing vessel
registered or licences under this Act which is owned wholly by one
or more persons each of whom is a citizen of the United Republic, 4.—{
or by a body corporate or incorporated under and subject to the laws public s
of thd United Republic and has its prin~ipal place of business in the
United Republic also includes a Government fishing vessel; (2) 1

and ath
fisherie
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No. 22(3) The Director may from time to time ‘ssue and publish circulars
and directives that are in conformity with the orovisions of this Act for
the purpose ofe ancn~ InIplerneii~atjon ot this Act.

(4) Wnere the Directoi is requirea or empowered by this Act to
make a determination affecting ot 1ikel~ n affect the rights of
any person or tfie opportunity ror an; ~erson to undertake any
activity, shall give that person reasr1~ fm such decision.

(5) Any person aggrieved by the decision of the Director made in
accordance wit~ subsection (4) may within thirty days appeal to the
Minister.

5.~—(l) There shall be appointed such officers to ensure efficient,
effective and economical management and supervision of fisheries in
accordance with the provisions of this Act.

(2) Officers appointed under this section shall be allocated
or delegated such functions and shall be located in such offices or
institutions as the Director shall sonsider appropliate for the proper
management of fisheries.

(3) There shall be a central registry of fishing vessels registered in
accorcIano~ with the provisions of this Act.

(4) For the purpose of this section the Director, shall b~ the Registrar
of fishing vesselg.

(5) Subject to the provisions of subsection (2), the Director shall
appoint the following-

(a) vessel registration and licensing officers;
(b) enforcement officers; and
(c) fish inspectors.

(6) Officers appointed under this cection shall carry identification
cards and be answerable to the Director.

(7) The Mihister may by notice published in the Gazette, designate
any person to be an authorized officer for the purpose of all or
any provisions of this Act.

(8) The Director shall by notice published in the Gazette, and
subject to such qualifications or exceptions as may be prescribed therein,
delegate to such public officer, local authority, the exercise or
performance of any of the functions conferred or imposed on him by
this Act.
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(3) Where the Director is of the opinion on the basis of infoimation (.
given to him by any officer exercising fi~nctions under this Act ~ S

or otherwise that a local authority with the responsibility to exercise itsi
functions in accordance with the provision~ of this Act, Code of un~
Conduct for responsible fisheries, aquacuiture development, fishing 198:
operations, fisheries mar~~ment. fish utilization and marketing has 198
mismanaged the functio’i~ this Act, die Director may~ fiin

(a) serve a notice C that local authority requiring it tb take the steps flim
specified in that notice within the time specified therein tb recti- dire
f~’ and improve its fisheries management; ot and

auti
(b) seiwe a notice on that local authority requiring it to show cause,

within the time specified therein, as to why the Director should and
not arrange that such functions of fisheries r.nanagernent as may au~
be specified should he taken over by another local authority or
by the Director for such period of time is may be specified in the
notice; viii

(~ in eithe~ case rei~rred to in paragraph (a) or (h~. upon making 1

written request to that local authority, appear hJore such local
authority personally or his representative for ithe purpose of
making irepr~sentation; and

(d) if in his opinion, the local authority has failed to show cause as
required under paragraph (b) above, prepare and submit a report
with recommendations to the Minister on the mismana~gement of
fisheries functions by~ such local authority and wh.at action
should be taken thereon.

(4) Where the Minster after considering the report from the Director
referiid to in paragraph (d) of subsection (3) is satisfied that, owing to
the mismanagement, by any local authority of any of its functions in
relation to fisheries, it is in the public interest that such lOcal authority
shall cease to exercise all or any management functions in relations to
fisheries, the Minister shall mal~e consultation with thie Minister
responsible fbr local authorities in respect of the mismana~gement of
such fisheries functions.
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promotion ~i so~nd utilization of me ecologic~ capacity of (a
water based sre~ ~rs a means ofgenerating income and food;

(f~ encouraging the involvement ofstake holders in the planning,
development and management offishery resources;

(gj improving fisheries statistical data collection and processing
through assessment ofthe adequacy ofthe e>isting data collection,

(c)(h) facilitating the avatiab2l!ty; access1b~y exchange of fisheries
~ information and storage; -

(i) facilitating initiatives geared towards availability of fisheries (
inputs;

(j) pursuing continuation and introduction of fisheries integrated (e)
programme of effective management of coastal zOne to meet the (f)
ecological and social economic needs of the present and future
generation; and

(k) strengthening of regional and international collaboration in the (g)
sustainable utihzation, management and conservation of
resources in shared waler bodies ‘~

(I) supporting fcspons~ble fishery practices within the country;

i (ii) cooperation in the promotion of suitable fisheries practices;
(iii) ensuring responsible choice of species, sites and management

of fisheries which cou4d affect trans-boundary aquatic
ecosystems;

(iv) consulting with neighbouring states before introducing a e
non-indigenous species into trans-boundary aquatic g
ecosystems;

(v) establishing databasç and information networks to collect
and disseminate data related to fisheries activities to other ri

facilitate c~peration on planning for fisherIes development
at national, sUb-regional, regional and global level; (a)

(vi) monitoring the impact of inputs used in fisheries: and

(vii) discouraging the pollution of aquatic environment.

(b)(2) The Director shall, based on tFce best scientific evidence
available, adopt such approprii~te measures to maintain or restore stocks
at levels capable of oroducüg ~raximum sustainable yield
pursuant to relevant environmental and economic factors including: (c)

~O2
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(~) ~y rerson cr g~ ~ ~mao~ ~nc iC~rUJ~ a local community

~e aeces~ to fishir~ gr~nn ‘ ~oir gcco ~nise ~ornm its on offence.

Regbterof 12. The Dimctor shall naintaiq ~ reg~ste~ of aqua fa~ers in Z~e 17 T

fm~ ~OUfl~i, conditjoi

13, No pez~on shall move or ause novein~ if eggs, fingerling
which ar~ seed, exotic adult flsh, genetically mod iflea sp~~ics from one watci (a) re:

~ body to another Without a wrftte~ se’pif from the flirector,

U~e of 14. Th~ Director shati sanse accumefltat~on of wild and genetically

(b) recmodified species to “establish a aench mark for assessing impact of (c) rec
aquacultu~, (d) req

(e) rca
Monfto~ing 15~(l) Local authorities shall monitor the performance of flst

of disease
~nd Con~o~ aquacui~jre practices within areas vhich form pail of their jurisdiction. (~ pro
;~ fish

(2) Wbere in the Opln~o ~f a~ y local authority any fish or fish (g) imr
products in any waters ~‘c 2~fec~d with any apidemic disease, the

metDimëtor shall, if he is satisficu with the opinion of the local authori~ (h) prol
give notice in writing to the )wne! of the waters therein requiring the (i) limi
desü~ctjoq of all fish or fisk products in the said waters or the taking mon
•of such other measures as the local authori~ may speci~ in the notice, land

regu
(3) Any person who receives notice served upon him under fish

subsection (2) of this Act shall comply with the requireme~~5 set out
therein at his own expenses, and in default of such compliance, the

(k) contilocal authorj~ may enter 000n the area taken or cause to be taken such
intromeasures as may be necessa~j for complying with the requi~ement of (I) mop:

the notice and any expenses incu~ed~thereon shall be recoverable as a
fishj~civil debt from the person who has been in dethult (in) estabi

capac
aroteccion 16. Subjezt to the existing ~egionaJ and stb ~‘egional synergies, tb fisher

Director shall initiate dial~ue vith ripar~ar states to ensure (n) exami
oco~~ thra govemrn~n~ and aqua ~ ~ne~ w oh igmi ~ ~ ~rcr wans-bounda~ and s

aquatj~ ecosystems from respon

(o) regul~~ pees of m ~ - er Jodies; and amon~

ent~ that ~ - , scosyst~~ (p) ensurjy

respon~
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and local fishing ~ ~mun~ues ~vhich are highly dependent of 19,
fisheries resources ~r ~h :r ~ihc’ o a ~ given due regard; tenit

(q) establishing effectivc mechanism ~oi ~isheries monitoring,
surveillance control and enforcement, to ensure compliance with
conservation and management measure as well as those adopted
by regional or sub regional orgamzations or arrangements; A

(r) conducting joint surveillance, and enforcement in~collaboration or any
with other related agencies and fisher communities to ensure comple
effective implemental ion of this Act: of the ~

• • maybe
(s) racihtating the formation of community management units and the

authorized associations for the purpose of protecting and• ancorp
conserving fishery resources;

(t) requiring all sport fishers to be licensed, and (2)

(u) regulate transshipment of fiSh or fish products to ensure not ohs
compliance with all conservation and fishery management measures. Direct~

Beach 18.—~~ 1) The Director may enter into a management agreement with 21~
beach ~nanagcment units of the whole or part of or some specific mechs
fishery matter or activity within any water body or.with any one or regula
mdre local authorities having jurisdiction within the vicinity of any Regast
water body and deriving the whole or a part of their livelihood from that
water body. 22~

(2) A management agreement shall include the following- (a)

(a) statement of objectives ofThe agreement; (b)

(b) description of the area covered by the agreement; k (c)

(c) description of the management activities to be undertaken; V
(d)

(d) rules governing the use of and access to other fishers;
unles~

(e) duration of the agreement; autho

(t) provision for revision of the agreement; and (2)
permi

(g~ provision for settlement of disagreement. the fc
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(a) fishing for prawis Lring.ciotn KUTANDA UDUvj~

~b) using rod ana ~ue or handline from the beach without using a
fishing vessel whether for spoi’ fis.~ing~ domestic COrs:~rnp;o~
or sale, except in a dr’clared trout Stream or spawr ug gro~d and

tc) small cast nets

(3) For the purposes of this section licences for internai fish trade
shall be issued by the relevant a ~orities in charge of itci~~ ~rade.

(4) The Minister~ay by a notice published in a Gazette resfr ~t fish
establishment Owners from car~ing out fishing in spec~fl~~ water
bodies.

(5) The Minister may, upon the recommendations of the Director by
order in the Gazett~ restrict or prohibit fishing of any fish species or
any kind of fish or dealing in fish products aquatic flora or products of
aquatic flora.

Gonse~a. 23~~1) The Minister shall, after consultation with such competent
uonof
fisheries persons Within the public and private sectors knowledgeable on
resources environment issues, by order in the Gazette declare the conservation of

any pritical habitat or endangered species.

(2) Any order ref~red to in subsectjor~ (1). may contain such
exceptions and exemptions from its provisions in respect of such
persons and such area as the Minister may provide in such order pe

(3) If any critical habitat or endangered species referre~ ~e in any
order made under subsection (‘) ceases to be critical - or p
endange~d species, the provisions ofan\ ~h order shall ceaa ~iply.

(4) Subject to any exception or exemprror~ provided for in any ordei
no person may, without licence or lawful authori~, fish, take or offer
for sale any fishezy product from any conserved area.

PART VI
Fish QUALITY MANAGE~~ AND

2~ The M~ister shall by notice published ~ the G~etre, impose
condifi~ t~át are necessary. for dnsuring the right of consumers to
safe, wholesome and unadulterated fish and fishery products by~
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~.ev0fub0n26,TheDirectorshaliestab1ishandrn~tfflne~tivesy~ernsto -

ol cominer- defect and prevent commercial fraud by requiring every batch and
cial f1aud fish or fishery products placed on the market to have a sanitory work

showing;

(a) common name and scientific name of fish specie;
(b) grade;
(c) exact weight; -

(d) name, postal and physical address of processor;
(e) date and place of manufacture;
(f~ the expiiy date; and ap~

(g) origin of the product. of ti

Fish 27~ The Director shall in collaboration with other relevant 3
marketing government agencies and the private sector ensure hygienic fish

marketing and dis’tribution. (~

PART VII
FINANCIAL PRovisIoNs (~

Power to -‘28.---{I) The Minister shall by notice published in the Gazette,
Charge ~- .

fees prescribe fees br fishing vessel registration various licences, services,
permits and export royalties.

(2) In determining the levels of export royalty for a particular fish (
and fishery product, regard shall be paid to-

(a) the weight of the products; and
(b) such other factors as may be prescribed.

(3) The Minister may by notice published in the Gazette, exempt
certain fish and fishery products from being charged export royalty. (

Fisheries 29~.—(l) There is hereby established in the office of the Director, a
Develop- fund that shall be known as the Fisheries Development Fund.
ment Fund

(2) The Fund and rcsources of the Fund shall consist of-

(a) any such sum as may be appropriated by the Parliament;
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(i) enable Mainland Tanzania to pay her mer:;bership fee and a’
various contributions to relevant international fisheries
organizations;

~) promote aquaculture activities and restuekiug oj~ natural water
bodies;

(k) facilitate fisheries data collection; and (c
(I) promote su~ other activities of a like nature to those set out in

this section as will advance the purposes of this Act. (d

PART viii (e’
ENFORCEMENT

Surve~- 31..—(1) The Minister shall, after consultation with the Minister (f
ilance unit responsibje for Home Affairs, establish a Surveillance Unit.

(a
(2) The Unit shall consist of such number of persons as the Minister

may determine based on advise of the Director.

FunctiQn. 32~—( 1) The function of the Unit shall be the protection of fish and
its environment, fisher~ products and aquatic flora against unlawful
dOalers and generally the enforcement of the provisions of this Act. 4

subsi(2) The Minister may, after consultation with the Minister sub~
responsible for Home AffaiI s and Minister responsible for Defence, by an
regulations published in the Gazette, provide for- un~e

(a) tile organization and deployment of the Unit, the conditions and UPOfl
terms of service and the various grades, ranks and
appointments of officers;

desc
(b) the duties to be performed by members of the Unit, and their

guidance in the discharged of those duties; (2

(c) the regulatiop of matters relating to discipline in the Unit; prod

(d) the description and issue of arms, ammunition accoutrements,
uniforms and other necessary supplies to members of the Unit;

appr
(e) matters relating gencrallv to the good order and administration

of the Unit. (a

Powers of 33, The officers of the Unit shall have powers to - (b
the Udit (c
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article or thing, whether found on board any vessel or vehicle or
in any building, place or premises and in respect of which
appears to him that an offence under this Act or any subsidiary
legislation made under this Act has been committed, or which
appea,rs to him to constitute evidence of any such offence having 3~
been committed; Act

(d) arrest anS’ person whom he, reasonable suspects of having in re~
committed an offence under this 4ct or any subsidiary thing
legislatioi~ made under this Act or of being about to commit any or n~
such offence. Magi~

ofacSeizure of 37, Whatever it is lawful under this Act for the Director or an. Govt
lungsusd authorized officer or a police officer to seize and retain any fish, fish

mission of product, aquatic flora or product .of aquatic flora or other article or (2~
offence thing, it shall be lawful- any f

unde
(a) to seize and retain~ satis~

flora
(I) any receptacle other than a vessel or vehicle, in which such pens

/ fish product, aquatic flora, product of aquatic flora or other prior
article or thing is committed; (3

(ii) any machinery including propellant machinery ofa vessel or flora
vehicle, implement, utensil, material or substance used for appli
the commission of any offence under this Act or under any a Ma~
subsidiary legislation made hereunder; iS S~

(iii) any book of account or other document which appears to -

him to contain evidenc~e that an offence has been or is about
to be committed under this Act or any subsidiaty legislation
made hareunder;

(b) to direct any vessel or vehicle in which any fish, fish product,
aquatic flora or product of aquatic. flora or other article or thing
is seized in accordance with the provision’- of section 40 or of
paragraph (a) of this section, to proceed to such port or place in
the country as may be convenient for unloading from the vessel
or vehicle such fish, fish product, aquatic flora or product of
aquatic flora or other article or thing seized thereo’n, and may
then detain the vessel or vehicle for such time as may reasonably
be required to effect the unloading;
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‘i’orfciture 39.—( 1) Where, upon conviction for an offence under this Act~or any (6) Tl~

~ subsidiary legislation made under this Act, the öourt is satisfied that any any regi
vessel or vehicle was used in~the commission of the offence, the court a minim
may ordär such vcssel or vehicle to be forfeited to the Government.

(2) No order mac~e under subsection (1) shall be made if the owne~
of such vessel or veh~le satisfied the court that the vesselor vehicle was
ü~ed without his knowledge or consent. 41. ~

the Dire

40,—<l) The Director or any authorized of~cer may, ifhe is satisfied his pow
that a person has committed any of the offence listed in the Schedule to under ti
this Act and if the person admit~ the commissiow of the offence and imprisoi
agrees in writing to its being dealt with under this section

42.~

(a) compo~id the oftbnce by accepting a. sum ofmoney not exceeding officer ~
one hundred thousand shillings; or ui~de:

in exec~
• (b) order the release of any vessel or any other thing, seized in provisic

connection with the offence, on payment of a sum of money not person ~
exceeding the value of the vessel or if ~he value of st~ch:a thing
,is smäll~ such person be liable to pay a fine of not less than ten 43.~
thousand shillings, provided that, any gear shall not bereleased. aquatici impriso

(2) Where proceedings are brought against any person foran offence ten yeai
under this Act, it shall be a good defence if the person proves that tl~e V

oft’ence has been compounded underthis section. V (2)1
shall b4

(3) Where any person is aggrieved by an order made under vicmlt3
subsection (3.), he may within thirty days of such order l~eing~made, and up

appeal against such order to the High Court and the p~ovisi~n of th~ less the
• Crithinal PrQ~’Vedu~e Act in relation to appeals shall apply mutatis

~i~twidLs’. to every such appeal as If it were an appeal a~aiflst4ente~1Ce 44.
passed by ~ District Court in exercise of its own ori8inal~juri’sdiction. any wa

(4) Ax~y authori~ed orncer who co~npoi~nds ~n offence shall submit shai~ b
to tha Directot a list of compounded offence~~ V

(5)~The Director shall, ~.t every three rndnths and~in su,~h fonn as, the ‘ water
Director of Pu~lib Prosecutions may dfrect, submit toihe Director of convi
Public Prosecutions a return of all compounded dffencçs; V thousethanfi
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(2) In addition to a penalty imposed in connection with an offence (2) ~
committed under subsection (1), the court shall order forfeiture <>f abandon~
vessel and fishing gear to the Government. to be anv~

of an off

Penalty (or 46~ Any person, who does not comply with the fish quality place wil
and standards legulations made under this Act, commits an offence so that h

sds and upon conviction shall be liable, to- authorizetothea

(a) for supplies of fish establishment for export market, to a fine of ocçupat
not less;t~an one million shillings or imprisonment for a’~term of
not less than one year, for first offenceand for subsequent (3) ~
offence a fine of not less than three million shillings or tion (1),
imprisonment for a term of not less than three years; officer sintentiol

(b) for internal market, to a fine of not less than’ fifty thousand propert3
shillings for fi~’st offence or imprisonirient for a. term of rtot less
than onemonth and for subsequent offence to a fine of not less (4) L
than one hundred thousnd shillings and not more than three notice u
hundred thousand shillings or imprisonment for a term not less cation i
than ~three~ years;

(c) for an exporter, in case of a first offence, to a fine of not less than (5) 1
~ve mill~i~n shillings and not exceeding ten million s~il~ings or the cou
to.:imprisonment for a term of not less than one year and not
exceeding three years for.subsequcnt offences, toa flne of not 49..’
less than fifteen million shillings and not exceeding thirty giving
million shillings or imprisonment for a term of not less, than convic
three years and not exceeding five years; in addition, the such r~
court shalt brder re~’ocatiôn of ~xport licence or imprisonment
for a term of not less than one year or more than two S’ears. 50.

whog:
Penalty 47.. Any person, who contravenes the provisions of this Act ~ther

than those with specified penalties, upon conviction shall be liable to a
fine of not less~thanone hundred thousand ‘shillings andnot’more than
one million shillings or to imprisonment for a term of i~ot less’ than two
years and not more than five years or to both such fine &nd
imprisonment. wh~tb

Abando- 4&—~(.l) Where an authorized officer has reason’tq believe that; any ge~t1
ned ‘iessel, Artici
gear fish .fl~mg gear, yçssel, fish or fish pro.duct has been abandoned for
or fish. the’ ~rpos~óf~avoiding prosecution, he shall:apply to court for an peep

• order to dispose of the gear vessel, fish or fishery product. any o

Fisheries 2003 No.22
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(d)(2) The transfer of any biological resources, their derivative products
intangible components from fisheries shall not operate so as to
extinguish the sovereignty of 1~Tizania over those resources.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (2), the Director in (o)
collaboration with agencies responsjoje for scientific research, keep
record on performance of all genetic resource exported outside the (4).
.country. V

(4) Without p~judicé to the provisions of subsection (1), the right to V

determine and regulate access to genetic resources is vested in the
Government and may be exercised by the competent authority in
consultation with relevant organizations in accordance with the (b)
provisions of this Act or any other written law on biological resources. V

Environ- 52. No person shall undertake any development activities in this Act, (~) V

mental without undertaking Environmental Impact Assessment in aôcordance
impact . . V

Assess- with any other written laws of Tanzania.
ment

Research 53.-.--(1) The Director shall in collaboration with research institutions

areas and and other stakeholders outline areas that require research.
facilitation (2) Any person intending tO undertake any research in fi~hóries prior (e~

‘to obtaining any permit or obtained from any other person(s) or V V

organizá~tion shall be required to obtain a research clearance from the V

Director. V V V (5))

(3) An application for a research permit to which this section applies, V V coliditi
shall be accompanied by a copy of the research proposal and include-

(a) the name, qualifications and de~ignation of the person~applying
for the clearance; V

(b) the names, qualifications and designation of any person whom it
V V is proposed will assist or work with the person applying for the (6) d

clearance; his ow
(c) the name, function and address of the institution or o~ga~ization, any VTO~

if any, With which the person applying for .thV~. cI~rapçe V rescare
is connected, either directly or indirectly and if.a diffei~nt institutjon COU~~
or V organization is funding in whole or in part the V research, Specifil

the name, address and function of th~t funding institution or
organization;
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(7) Wiere ~hc. Director is satisfl~d after ~ue inquiry pi~as~a result of
information given to him by a reliable source that~n~ ~éearch is being n
conducted othervvise than in ac ,ordance with the t~rms ~ a research
clearance, he shall forthwith withdraw the said research permit and
issue a direction in writing to the person to whom the research
clearance was granted to cease all activities connected with or arising
out of’the research.

(8) A .persot~ from whom a~ resea~h clearàn~e has been withdrawn
under sub~ction (6), may appeal to the Minister,

C&l for 54. The Diràotor may call for any research informatiori~öb~ained to
be disseminated to the public.

tion ‘

Cell for~ ~ The Director may for the purpo~e c~ñn~cted •with th~
fO~1~ iniplomentation of this Act, by notice sent in wri~tng, ,or~ delivered by

Ii~nceo registered ~ require any’ p~rson holding a li~nse under this Act to
send or deliver’to theDirector within thirtyda~/s from the’date~on ‘which
the notice was sent or delivered, such docuñiehts and ‘infc~rrnation that
is req~iire4. ‘

Ex~mpti- ‘ 56~ NotwIthstanding anything contained in this Act~ the M’jijister
OPS may grant aaexernption to any person or organi,zationfrom all or any

of the provisions of this Act or o~ny subsidiary ‘legislat~on not incon
sistent with the provisions of this Act in order to entitle’ the holder to
engage in. fishing andto do suchotherthings’ as ‘may.bc specifled~in the
order f~r any of th~’foilowiñg purposes:” “ ‘

(a) scientific, research änU display. museuths,’~ôo ‘Or~ sl’ñiil’ar
establishments; ‘ “

(b) educational wnd cultural activities; ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

(c) supply of pod in case of ‘emergency whete no other adequate
fo~ds~pply iksivail~bl~; and

(d) compliment,

Regulati- 5~7.~(1)’ The’ Minister m~y make regulations fôr~thç ~t~er carrying
out of the objcct~ and pur~sds of’thisActai~dmay~b~ su~h~gplations,
make ~rovisiàns wthich, in his’opiiiion, are necesaa~ 0 ~pcdJ,~n~ for
the purpose ofprote~cting, conser~i’ing, developing~’regulatinjor p~ptroiUng
the capture, collecition, gathering,, processing, storage or marketing of
fish, fish products, aquatic flora or products of aquatic flora.
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(m) providing for .the protection of critical habitats;

(n) preventing the obstruction and pollution of territorial waters;

(o) controlling tl~e import and export. of fish,, aquatic flora, fish
products or products ofaquatic flora;

(p) determining and imposing closed periods; V

(q) limiting or controlling the number and size of fishing vessels;
V (r) regulating the marketing of fish, a quatic flora, fishery products

or products of aquatic flora;

(s) prohibiting, regulatIng or controlling the activities of foreign
fishing vessels within territorial wafers;

(t) regulating the processing of fish, fish products or aquatic flora or
products of aquatic flora; V

/ V V

(u) prescribing conditions—under which every processor of fish, fish
V products or products of aquatic flor~ shall comply; V V V

(v) prescribing specifications to which any--factory building or other
premises used for the purpose of flsh processing, storage or sale
Vof~y fish, fish product, aquatic floraVor product of aquatic flora

• shall comform; V V
V e:

(w) controlling V and V regulating impor~tion, manufacturing and
construction of fishing gears;V V

(x) regulating V the structure, functions and powers of ~authorized
associations;

(y) regulating the remunerations and fringe bènefits.for the Unit;

(z) providing for and regulating the conditiàns under which
industrial fishing shall be undertaken; V

(aa) providing for and regulating the manner in WhICh aquaculture
shall be undertaken;
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